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OBJECTIVES OF THE
SCIENCE CAREERS PROGRAM

Women and Minorities in the Labor Force

One purpose of the Science Careers Prograur is to deIcribe the current

status of women and minorities in the labor force in general and in the science

labor force in particular.

OBJECTIVES:

'As a result of this program, students and teachers will:
. .

1. Realize that most women work at some point in their lives, and that
most of these women work because of pressing economic need.

2. Realize that women and minority workers tend to be concentrated`` in .

low paying dead-end jobs even though they have the same amount of
education as other workers; be"aWare that salaries in traditionally .

male careers such as science are relatively high.

3. Be aware that while the numbers of women and minorities in science
and' technology are relatively low, the trend is for increimed
numbers-to enter these fields.

II. Knowledge of Science Careers

A second purpose of the Science Careers. Program is to illustrate

that there are a diversity of scienie and technology careers available; that

these require different levels of training and education, and different Winds

of skills and interests; and hat the ability to be a successful "scientist is

not restricted by sex, race, or many. handicapping conditions.

OBJECTIVES:

As a result of this program, studen teachers will:

1. Be aware of the types of work d
and technology fields.

n each of a number of science

2. Recognize that the traditional stereotyped image pfsCience and
scientists does not reflect the diversity of modern science careers.

3. Realize that science 'careers are appropriate pursuits for women,

pperspectives

handicapped persons, and that these groups bring helpful
oPerspectives to the solution of important problems.

4. Be aware that women, minority, and handicapped scientists have made
important contributions to science.

5. Realize the Importance of considering employment outlook in making

/

career decisions; be aware of the current job outlook for a number
of fields.

3
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6. Be able to name a number of companies in their local area which
employ scientists,, and the types of scientists they employ.

7. Realize that one does not have to be a genius to succeed in a science
career.

8. Realize the importance of adequate high school preparation in mathe-
matics ands cience for futureicareers.

9. Be able to idelitify and use a number of resources, such -as the
Occupational Outlook Handbook, to learn more about science and
technology careers.

III. Overcomij Barriers to the Participation of Women and Minorities in Science

Careers

A third purpose of the Science Careers Program is to illustAlte that many

. ' of the barriers to the participation of women and minorities in science'and

technology careers can be, and are being, overcome. Special attention will be

given to illditrating the ways in which role stereotyping by parents# peers,

te*heis, and eduCational materials tend to limit female and minority students'
.

Acareer aspirations. .

r

OBJECTIVES :

As a result of thisprogram, students and .teachers will:

1. Be able to detect:sexist and racist' language as well as role stereo-'
typing by parents, peers, teachers and educational materials.

2. Be able to recognize that one shouli-not restrict persons, to roles
based on race or sex.

3. Realize that a successful career and a. full personal life are not
incompatible; be aware of ways to combine career and family responsi-
bilities.

4. Demonstrate interest in pursuing a science career or getting additional
information about science careers.

) 4
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SEX, RACE AND HANDICAP ROLE STEREOTYPING

a. Women's Lib Comes to Class

b. How to Tell if a Textbook is Biased
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WOMEN'S LIB DOMES TO CLASS

sin Ty miss
ringing the Women's
Liberation Movement into the
elementary classroom doesal
mean pitting the girls against tho

boys. pi teaching the girls to make
militant speeches. or sending them home
Oci put down their mothers.

It does mean addlogaome important
goals to a teacher's expectations for all
her children: freeing up stereotyped
worms about how girls behave and
boys behave; presenting a wider range of
options to both girls and boys; and
encouraging girls. as well as boys. to
aim highto go as far with their
lives as they cars go.

hat elementary school too soon for
this? We are beginning to learn that it's
already late. Sociologist Cynthia Epstein
points out that role discrimination
starts in the cradle,. where boys and
girls begin receiving messages about
their future roles. It continues in the way
toddies are dressed. turns:into the
way nursery school children are
"streamed" to block play or
dishwashing, and is reinforced each time
an elementary school teacher says.
"Good morning, boys sued girls."

A sexist remark? Of course not. lout
the message of difference isthere.
Consider hew shocked we would feel
if the same teacher were to say. 'Good -*
morning. white children and
black children."

The fact is that a lot of initer-of-fact
sea stereotyping is done by

well-meaning teachers unaware of the
thoughded. incessant. and ultimately
demeaning waysqn which they Intuit
the aspirations of girls and make
inappropriate demands on boys.

-Teachers cannot avoid responding
to their students' sex as part of their
personality," comments Dr. Terry
Berton of the Affective Education
Development Program in Philaidelphsa.
"The trouble isand Women's Lib
has made me increasingly aware of
thiswe tend to respond to little boys.
and especially little girls, witha view
of sex so narrow that it is a caricature."

A composite picture of a peal
elementary school reveals this
narrow view

You may he genuinely surprised at
the number of singtesai subgroups
in all the classrooms Children work at
their desks. move around the room,
go to the library. the nurse, the
playground, and the cafeteria in the

Betty Wes is committee, of lair Thinks, a
children's book published this fail by
Knopf She is a free lance magazine writer.
and a member of Feminists on Children's
Media an association working to improve
the female image, in boas for young
revele

mane ummixed groups. It's easy to say.
"flee children like it that way."
But educators are suggesting that
retichers who like it that wayor just
havesel thought about any other way
foster the neck norms of sex distinction
which beep chadres Bred into rigid role
behavior.

Exemise a typical chart of boys'
and girls' jobs is one of these classrooms.
The boys antis Set up the science
corner, put away tools, cart tor the
projector, while the girls wipe tables.
III paint jars, and scrub out sinks.

"I divided the jobs." the teacher says.
"because we get through cleanup
faster when the boys compete
with the gills."

So the children learn to accept
inset-sex rivalry and to define the most .

ordinary tasks according to see: boys
manage equipment. girls clean up. A
bulletitrboard displays pictures
extending these distinthons to the adult
world of work; there are photographs
of the male as astronaut: mechanic.
zoologist, and mayor, but the one
picture of a female is Mother
king dinner.

A so:cod-grade teacher and her class
have been coauthoring a story *bout
"Men Who Help Us." They've
included the fireman. the policeman,
the store man, the mailman. Wooten
who help us? They've overlooked the

'school doctor. the crossing guard. and
ironicallythe teacher herself. Its
not surprising that link girls in this
typical room, asked to imagine
the future, don't get "When
grow up, I hope I will four
childrentwo boys two girls" or
"I want to be a plain 'fis and
take care of my family."

The books from which little girls.
and boys learn so read only reinforce
such restrictive stereotypes. A recent
survey of 1 3 major American reading
series tetrad that these tembook%
present a painfully negative Image of
girls and women to the children who
pore OW their words and pictures
Seventy-f ye per cent of the surveyed
stones feature male heroes: the girls who
appear are frequently pictured as
silly and ineffective ("See funny Salty',
and often physically smaller than the
boys they watch admiringly.

No primer story shows girls enjoying
chemistry sets or hammers, or women
working as politicians, engineers.
or exploren.,,Nearly 70 per cent of the
women in these books were simply
Mommy keeping house. while men
worked at more than a kundred
interesting occupatiook from astronaut
to zoo keeper. h is not surprising

Copyright (c-) 1971 by Scholastic
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that in the reading series suryeyed. there
were 13t biographieeof famous men
and only 23 biographies of women
some of them famous only as wives.
Children who learn to had from
readers are learning that girls and
women.are less important than boys
and men. It is not easy for a teacher to
counteract such pervasive lessons.

independent readers will find the
same stereotypes in their library books.
Boys grow up to have adventures; girls
grow up urniprry the boys. Few
books in the 'Dhoti library would inspire
a girl to dream ochanging the world.
It's a rare school librarian who
considers these points when the new
book catidop come ;round. and so gills
readily "learn their place" front the
world of prim supplied them.

In our composite schoolevery
example of which is taken from life
only boys are chosen to be monitors,
the most prized job. Girls are allowed to
be school hostesses who make hot

ate for the monitors on cold
p. The boys learn responsibility,

the girls learn affability
and second-class status.

Thasughout the school day. these
children bear what is nice for a girl
or right for a boy.

"Girls. bow will you ever cook for
your husbands if you can't work
with fractions?"

"Mr. Johnson says he'll teach ant
sixth-grade boy how to use the
audio-visual equipment,"

"SinCe we've elected all boys so far,
couldnt someone nominate a girl
for class secretary?"

Edam music has sex distinctions. A
girl who asked to learn the drums was
rositisiely discouraged by the music
teacher: "The flute is so much nicer
for a girl. don't you think?"

What is it in the elementary classroom
that has forced girls down" asks
Charlotte Winter. Distiquished
Teacher Education Specialist. Emeritus. '
of Bank Street Colter of Education
"tea been the teacher ". But she notes,
that teacher educationand teachers
are changing.'

Students in today's graduate schools
are being exposed to new ideas about
sex roles, work. and the family
Conferences and workshops on
Women's Liberation and education have
been held across the country Women
in professional organizations, like the
American Psychological Association ate
pressing for research on sex stereotypes
in education. Mothers and teachers

"Stu StertatPre Go CO.4.04 Readars
fis Word" wed Images% IS t loweissed !awe. R ti$4. Proses... p 09140

Magazines, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
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are asking toy companies for educational
soya to he seed by both aries. Parents
ar d.11gi school systems to

tV *qttsl uppOitUStiCS 10 their- and their aou School
'eedeu". like Dr. W. Scott

Wasaneaa. Jr.. of Mi Mbor. call (of
14 $ the aseds of girls in schooL

A giv called Feminists on Children'.
Media canpmgna for sautereotyped
books and tgztbooks (or all school
children. In edru. teelbooki sow
- mothm and fsthen
interchangeably working sad caring
for children. Two New York (athcn aiw
ai.ead suing (or matemity lue

so cam foe young children while their
N.disr-wwes coouine their c*test

And in iadividuatclasaroons.swift - new o.
A man n$io chooses to speed his

working day szh ycong children
is helping di it conceptions at
sex tales, and ofteiing sew altcruatnes.'
says John Hill. a kiaderganen teacher
in Spsiaeld. Ohio. "I have begun so
inake conscious ef!os to counter
stereotypes. When girls begin
pasticipsi. in building with blocks, or
boys JIcJJS to play howe or make
dinner (or me. I try so encourage these.
I*tssoattopickchildrentobelp
with'jobs according tO their sea."

"I make * point of teaching my pins
softbalL" says Dorothy Seig. . third-
grade teacher in Mill Valley.
Caliloèau. "Girls can feel so dumb all
their lives, not knowing how to his
a ballI k,*w became I once
iob.dmyseUr

4

'1 badrnt iboughe about the raisins
of Wai.. Lib to my own cfiss."
U.s. Seigrspons. imtil someone made
I crack about women during a sews
periot The I rvahzrd lion seponaot
*vieiyday tu are. So when we
had $ iz on treatment of minorities
Indium, Chicanos, blacksI raised
the issue of women as well.'

Karon DaMy. a second-grads
teacher In Ann Arbor. asked girli and
boys to sit sogisher so ezchange help
wilt math sad reading. There was some

but sow die chsldrca like
she arrangement. There is more inform
discb between gu and boys.
and tho.boy,-IgaiIT,t.the.puls
competisics has dropped qif sharply.

ci teachers. educMioal
researchers, sad graduate ietunss met
,eceady in Ann Arbor to invent. easy
ways to "liberate" any classroom. Here
are some of their suggestions:

E,1rius. likes to eat. Ida teach
$0 cook.

Encourage girls to ins m*nipulutive
materials like clecuk iockets and cords,
acsnJi4e.w and hammers. Make
sewing meeliwe. available so boys

aiwdugiris.
Look for books with strong heroines

and far superior biographies of
women. Collect newspaper stories about
women. Display pictures .,t working
women.

Teach boys and girls iffler-is.t sports,
like valleybalL earls.

Invite mothers and women fr,ends
with special skills to vIiit your class.

Teachgirlasswtllasboystobslp

with audio-visual equipment.
Choose boys and girls as library aides

Write your own math problems.
"Ann. mother needed six lett of
lwnber to make a bookshelf..."
"Bill and Joins were cooking spaghetti
(or (our friends They bought. .

Encourage children\o make their
own studies of irs stesvbiypes on
television, in magazines, and in books.

Learn about the history 'of women
I Aflierics. If you are a woman, be
aware that you isv an inportanl
tel. model (or your class. If you have
a1iniiy. talk about it. If your husband
shavs the housework, mention is.
If you experience disçiination.
discussit. If you are 4aI carpentry
or baseball or cat tp
demonstrate ii!O

A $ML.,bt in Weemul S Coy.
Niwikisri of she L.mbst Cw

(or the Study of Violene. (ApriL $571)

teuadsi UasurWiy. Wshhsos. MA 011)4. 7).

A Uut of Ai*Is. - 5ateCh5sis
on Chld,es. M.dis. P.O.

* 4)15. Grind Ceasril Ststioa 4Y. NY
$0057. Sends usamsd. ssV-adèsssed um..sIea.

T Mutas FIu. A pen.

- r,- ao.sessu booki about.
(or y mdiii Faiuinia so Chdddas

Media sddssi. boeel. Enclose 0e in me
a se-.ddrowsd. stamped (lee) Iea1-uie

as Ses I. to tb. P.blfr %cbouii

(1571). New YoiW Chapter. ?suonal 0rpm
titian tar Wines. c/n Anise West. 4)) 7th
St.. Benably'. NY U2IS. SI 2).

CNr lSr.rOen-4o find a chapter seas
you. as tu kim how to *afl a P.apier. wnm

N-'-o-" Orpissaihan (a. Women. 5957 Es
73rd St., Cw. U. teSeS.
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A çHAUV1NIST1 I1DEX FOR EDUCATORS

I

sean isaa.s Answers
Dsocaoes. Ansoror tao tolanwan YES or
NO according *0 ito wey you behave C
you we I totch.., or according S die
wachw behavior pie cwiJw'. C you as.
an idnun,sualor

1. Do you gonscehy sib boys to Yes No
do heavy woSh and pw$osm st
sc*j*ve dukes in dis class-
loin, and gull to do light
wsk and sicritanit Chos.? 0 0

7 a Do you -v gins who sri
or unwilling so b.

tawonabto. or ciii specsii
ittositiosi 10 tiSoss who we
fnswohabli' 0 0

C
b Do you p.ty boys who we

or uswiuhang to bs
atistobC on :all lo.caai sHin-
too N Wioss eho If. aiPuiitic 0 0

S Do you sict 'igats.iy to

boys who have long hair a'

to care who ensi soCks 0 0

4. Do ins plan dtus.uni acheS- Yen No
Hes. or dlflsfoiuI adastahoas
ii die sense acil4S,. (or boys 00

S. Do yaw Seasons toledo inns.
ri(o esodia to, boys

am (or plds7 (Do you stereo-
type MaH Fioueswavs$.
eodiara. or worhots an 'sunset

0 0Sr Tev. poassions') .

1. Do you me aisog team such
en soy. tag, Noaboy. chick.
ste.? DO

7. Do you siy. $oy, sfiovllSnt
to gIIIt.' 1.ad..s bstori g
esman.' .adto, dent ta* that 00

I. Do you easoct guts to to
nor. verbal arid mimic thin
boys. or bays to be inns.
inathorme.cis aSd C'iPhRC 0thangwis? (J

0. Do you test it n non em.
poilerdie Itsip boys lost siC
cweur opines than it in SQ 00

10 0. you tend to dncrplffis Y Ne
gus oiboUy and tonsensy.
bet boy, physically and

P*T B(sssy OuesUan
They my act sacUy lii. sin. way. but
thy as cllod atonf-mmdd if thy en
ono. canurbresnud ii thy
mnosctv.ny Curio WI if they ass anon, nosy
C ISNo a.. women: p nors if ly ifs
'sin, IChOinifi it Utoy ii. woman: siosifive
If use, we men, ornofonuf .1

vernon, logical ,f they .co morn. intensive
5 Wioy irs erosion.

DoCbies: I. Renieni logically to Un.
ibove stot.nse'w
2. Now respond .nkeabvwly.

SCORING: PART I Give you's.ii S points
(or etch NO PART IlGive yoursot 45
points for logic in t. sinsy. and
rena los intodion THIS IS P401 TO BE
MARKED QN A CUPVE *1 you seers below

am.. wiun pour C011119iC1 to ptM
pow oun cwecamInS*sweang vouo.

8 BESI 1ji'I'.
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HOW TQ TELL IF A TEXTBOOK IS BIASED -

1. Are most of the "people" illustrations of boys or men ?,

2. Are most of the "people" illustrations of persons who
are European or Euroamerican?

3. Are ien/boys in illustrations and exercises generally
portrayed as active, that is; as doers, thihkers, leaders,
problem-solvers, decision- makers, and women/girls as
passive, that is, as watchers or standers-by?

. 4. Are men generally portrayed in traditional male
careers and women in traditional female careers
or roles?

5. In the portrayals of non-Euroamericans, are they
- generally in passive roles, i.e., watching rather

than doing, non-contributive in the situation,
having problems but not solving them, etc.?

6. Are persons of ethnic or racial groups stereotyped in
any way (i.e., American Indians as "primitive,"
feathered characters, Asian Americans as laundry or
restaurant workers, Black Americans as athletes or
slaves, Hispanics as rancheros or siesta-takers,
etc.)?

Does the book exclude characters who,are physically
disabled, obese, "homely," etc.? If portrayed, are
they generally inactive, dependent, non-productive?

8. Are the elderly generally ignored? If portrayed;
are they inactive, incompetent, quaint-, evil, or
foolish?

9. In.the "history of..." section, are women's contri-
butionsgenerallIrignored or mentioned only in token
ways?

YES NO NA

IF ONE OR MORE OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS CAN BE ANSWERED WITH A "YES,"
THE BOOK IS PROBABLY BIASED IN THAT RESPECT AND SHOULD BE

SUPPLEMENTED IN SOME WAY TO BALANCE THE CURRICULUM.

Develbped by Ruth A. Gudinas, Department of Human Relations, Madison Metropolitan
School Districts Madison, Wisconsin. Reprinted with permission.
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Racism in the

dl

English Language

Obvious Bigot y.
Perhaps the rnbost obvious aspect of racism in language would be terms like

-niggi.r." -spook.- -chink." 'spit." etc. While these may be facing incieasing
social disdain. they certainly are not dead. Large numbers of white Americans
continue to utilize these terms. "Chink." 'look- and "slant -eves" were in common
usage among U.S. troops in Vietnam. An NBCaightly 'hews brasst. in February
1972. reported that the basketball team in 1%kin. Illinois. was led the "Pekin
Chinks" and noted that even though this had been protested by Chinese
Americans, the term continued to be used because it was easy. and meant no
harm. Spiro Agnew widely reported "fat lap" remark and the little lap"
comment of lawyer John Wilson. during the Watergate hearings, are surface
indicators of a deep-rooted Archie Bunkerism.

Many white people continue to refer to Mack people-as "colored." as for in-
stance in a July 30. 1975 Bo irn Globe article on a racist attack by whites on a
group of Black people using a public beech in Boston. One white person was
quoted as fcAlows:

We've always .welcomed good colored people to, South Boston but we will
not tolerate radical blacks or Cemmunists. . . . Good colored people are
welcome In South Bostoh. black militants are not.

Many white people may still be unaware 14 the disdaii many African
Americans have for the term "colored." but it often appears that whether used
intentionally or unintentionally. "colored" people are "good and "know timer
place." while "Black" people are perceived as "uppity- and "threatening" to
many whites. Similarly, the term "boy" to refer to African American men is now
acknowledged to be a demeaning term. thous(' still in common use. Other terms
such as "the pot calling the kettle black" and "calling a spade a spade" have
negative racial connotations but are still frequently used. as for example when
Pri?sident Ford was quoted in Februati, 19Th saying that even though Daniel
Moynihan had left the U.N.. the U.S would continue "calling a spade a spade."

fa

Excerpted from Moore, Robert Racism in the English Language, 1976,
Council on Interracial Books for Children. Reprinted by permission.
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Color Symbolism
The symbolisin of white as positive and black as negative is pervasive in our

culture. witIkthe black.' white words used in the beginning of this essay only one
of many aspects. "Good guys" weer white hat&and ride white horses. Thad guys:*
wear black hats and ride black horses. Angels are white. and devils are black. The
definition of block includes "without any moral light or goodness. evil. wicked.
iixiicating disgrace. siting." while that of white includes "morally pure. spotless.
innocent. free from evil intent."

A children's TV cartnon program. Captain Scarlet. is about an organization
c ailed Spectrum. whose purpose is to save the world from an evil extra-terrestrial-
force called the Mysterons. Everyone in Spectrum has a color nameCaptain
Scarlet. Captain Blue.. etc. The one Spectrum agent who has ,been mysteriously
taken over by the Mysterons and -works to advance their evil aims. is Captain
Mack. The person who heads Spectrum. the good organization out to defend the

. world. is Colonel White. 4

Three of the dictionary definitions of white are "fairness of complexion. purity.
umocenee." These definitions affect the standards of beauty. in our culture. hi
which whiteness represents the harm. "Blondes have more Fun" and "Wouldn't
you really rather be a blonde" are sexist in their attitudes toward women
generally, but are racist white standards when applied to thi:d world women. A
1911 Mademoiselle advertisement pictured ecurly-headed. ivory-skinned .woman
over the caption. -.When you go blonde go all the way." and asked: "Isn't this how.
in the back of your mind, you always wanted to look? All widieyed and silky
blonde down to there. and innocent?" Whatever the advertising people meant No
this particular woman's innocence, one must remember that ;,innocent" is one of
the definitions of the word white. This standard of beauty when preached to all
women is racist. The statement "Isn't this how, in the back of your mind, you
always wanted to look?" either ignores third world women or assumes they long to
be white.

Time map m& in its coverage etthe Wimbledon tennis competition between the
black Australian Evonne Goolagong and the white American Chris Evert
described Ms. Goolagong as "the dusky daughter of an Australian sheep-
sheaier." while Ms. Pert was "a fair young girl from the middle-class groves of
Florida." Dusky is a svnonyinerf "blacks' and is defined as "having dark skin: of a
dark color: gloomy: dark: swarthy." Its antonyms are "fair" and -Monde.- Fair is
defined in part as "free from blemish. imperfection, or anything that imp/sirs the
appearance. quality, or character. pleasing in appearance. attractive: dean:
pretty: comely." By defining Evonne Goolagong as "dusky." Time technically
defined her as the °tipped° of "pleasing in appearance attractive: clean; pretty;comely.''

fhe studies of Kenneth B. Clark. Mary Ellen Goodman. Judith Porter and others
indicate that this pervasive -rightness of whiteness" in U.S. culture affects
children before the age of four. providing white youngsters with a false sense of
superiority and encouraging self-hatred among third world youngsters.
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EthnOcentrism or From's White Perspective
_ 50161 uttig and phrases that are arunonly used repeesent particular per-

speFtives and frames of reference. and these ofteir distort the understanding of the
reader orlistener. David R. Burgest3 has written about the effect of using thetams "slave" or "master." He argues thdt the psychological impact of the state-

. ment referring to "the master raped his slave" is different from the impact of the

. same' statement substituting the words: "the white captor raped an Africanwoman held iacaptivity:"

'IMpacit lathe English usage of the "master-slave" concept is Ownership of
the "slive".by the "master." therefore. the "master" is merely abusing his
wwM4y (slave): In reality. the captives (slave) were African individuals
with human worth. right and dignity and the term "slave" denounces that
',lumen quality thereby making the mass rape of African women by white

cofererenin *legitimizing the atrocities perpetuated against African
mmvacceptable in the minds of peopie and setting a mental frame

;

Tole terra slave connotes a less than human quality and turns the captive potion
into Forte, craw -HillFar Eastern Publishers textbooks (1970)
stated.'At first it was the shrive who worked the cane and theygot oily food for
It Now hien work cane upd get money." Next time you write about slavery or reedaboueit. try transposing a0 "slaves" into "African people held in captivity."Rich forced to work for no pay" or:Aftir.an people stolen from theirfamilies societies." VVIrile it is more cumbresoire., such phrasing conveys adifferent meaning.

Passive tense

4

Another means by which language shapes air perspective GM been noted by
Thoinas Greimfield.4 who writes that the achievements of Black people --and
Black people themselveshave been hidden in

the linguistic ghetto of the passive voice. the subordinate clause. and the
'understood' suhiect. The seemingly innocuous distinction (between ac-

-tiveipassive voice) holds enormoue implications for writers andeepakers.
%Ali en it is effectively applied. the rhetorical impact of the passive voice
the art of making the creator or instigator of action totality disappear from
a reader's perception --can be devastating.

For instance, some history texts will discuss how European immigrants came to
the United States seeking a better life and expanded opportunities. but will note
that "slaves were brought to America." Not only does this omit the destruction of
African societies and families, but it ignores the rule of northern merchants and
southern slaveholders in the profitable track, in' human beings. Other books will
state that "the continental- ritilroad was built.- conveniently omitting information
about the Chinese Irbrers who built much of it or the oppression they suffered
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Politics and Terminology
"culturally deprived," "eennomically disadvantaged" and "underdeveloped"

are other terms which mislead and distort our awareness of reality. The ap-
plication 4 the term "culturally deprived" to third world children in this society

. reflects a Aia iudgnient. It alums that the dominant whites are cultured and
all others; without culture. In fact. third world children generally are bicultural.. . and many are bilingual. having grown up in their awn culture as well Eis absorbing
the dominant culture. In many ways. they are equipped with skills and ex-
periences which whit youth have been deprived of since most white youth

if develop In Monoculture'. monolingual environment. Burgest5 suggests that the
term "culturally deprived" be replaced by "culturally cheposesomed." and that the
I'm "economically disadvantaged" be replaced by "economically exploited."
Both these terms present a perspective. and implication that provide an entirely
,different frame or reference, as to the reality of the thirdoworld experience in U.S.
society.

ern* each as "culturally deprived': "economically disadvantaged" and
loped" place the responsibility for their own conditions on those being

bed. The is known as" the Victim."elt places responsibility for
poverty on the victims df poverty. it removes the blame from those in power .who
benefit from. and continue to permit. poverty.

Still another example involves the use of "non-white." "minority" or "third
Whale people of color are a minority in the U.S.. they are pail of the vast

maioritynf,the world's population. in which white s.11 are a distinbt minority.
Thus, by utilizing the term minority to describe - . of color in the U.S.. we can
lose sight of the global majority minority realitya fact of some importance in
the increasing and interconnected struggles of people of color inside and outside
the U.S.

To describe people of color as "non-white" is to use whiteness as the standard
and norm against tvhit:h to nionsurt. all others. Um, of the term -third world" to
describe all people of color overcomes, the inherent bias of "minority" and "non-
white." Moreover. it connects the struggles of third world people in the U.S. with
the freedom struggles around the eobe.

"Loaded" Words and N at Americansita
Many words lead to a demeaning tharacterization nf groups of people. For

instance. Columbus. it is said. -thscovired" America. The word discover is
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detail as "to gain sight or knowledgeiof something previously upseet.or
unknown: to discover may be to find tome existent thing that was Previously
unkninvn." Thus, a continent inhabited by millions of human beings cannot. be
"disOovered." For history books to continue this usage represents a FAirocentric
(white European) perspective on world history and ignores the existence of. and
the perspective of, Native Americans: "Discovery." as used in the Euro-American
coldest. implies the right to take what one finds, ignin-ing the rights of those who
already inhabit or own the "discovered" thing.

turocentrism is also apparent in the tge of "victory" and "massacre" to
describe the battles between Native Are arts and whites. Victory is vin

the dictionary as,"a success or triumph over an enemy in battle or war:
decisive defeat of an opponent." Conquest denotes the "taking over of control
the victor. and the obedient:a of the conquered.".Massocre is defined as "the
unnecessary. indiscriminate idliing of a number of human beings, as in barbarous
warfare or persecution. or for revenge or plunder." Defend is described as "to
ward off attack from: guard 'against assault or injury:. to strive to keep safe by
resisting attack."

Eurocentrism turns these definitions around to serve the ',unwise of distorting

history and justifying EurAmericaainquest of the Native American lipmelands.
biro-Americans are not described in history books as invading Native American
lands: but rather as defending their homes against India' attacks. Since
European conummities were constantly encroaching on land already occupied.
then a more honest interpretation would State that 'it was the Native. Americans
who were "warding off." "guarding" and "defending" their homelands.

.1

Native American victories are riably defined as seacres." while the
indiscriminate killing. exte and plunder of American nations by
Euro-Americans is defined as "victory." Distortion 'of history by the chdce of
"loaded" words used to describe historical events is a (-Ammon racist practice.
Rather than portraying Native Americans as human beings in highly defined and
complex societies, cultures and civilizations. history books use such adjectives as
"savages." "beasts," "primitive." and "backward." Native people Are, referred to

as "squaw." "brave." or -papoose" instead of "wontati." "man." or "baby ",
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"Loaded" Words and Africans
4c

Conflicts among diverse peoples within African nations are often referred to as
"tribel warfare.- while conflicts among the diverse peoples within European
countries are never described in such terms. If the rivalries between the Itio and
the Hausa and Yoruba in Nigeria are described as "tribal" why not the rivalries

Serbs and Slays in Yugoslavia. or Scots and English in great Britain.
estants and Catholics in Ireland. or the Basques and the Sbohern Spaniards

Spain? Conflicts among African peoples in a particular nation have religious.
tura economic and or political roots. If we can analyze the roots of conflicts

a .c. European people* in terms other than "tribal warfire," certainly we can
do with African peoples. including correct reference to the ethnic groups
or nations invohied. For example. the terms "Kaffirs." "Hottentot" or "Bushmen"
lire names imposed by white Europeans. The correct names are always thoie by
which a I S refer to themselves, (In these instances Xhosa. Khoi-Khoin and San
are correct.'

The generalized application of tribal" in reference to Africans,as well as
the failure to acknowledge the religious. cultural and social diversity of African
peoplesis a decidedly racist dynamic. It is part of the process whereby Euro-
Americans justify. or avoid confninting.their oppression of third world peoples.
Africa has been particularly insulted by this ,dranic. us witness the pervasive
"darkest. Africa" image. This image. widespread in Western culture. evokes an
Africa covered by jungfes ,end inhabited by "uncivilbr.ed." "cannibalistic.-

pagan.- -savage" peoples. This "darkest Africa" image awhile the geographical
sreality. Less than 20 per cent of the African continent .is wooded savanna. for
example. The image also ignores the history of African cultures and civilizations.
Ample evidence suggests this distortion of reality was developed as a convenient
rationale for the European and American slave trade. The Western powers.
rather than exploiting. were civilizing and christianizing "uncivil-feed- and "pagan
savagfis" (so the rationalization went). This dynamic also served to justify

. Western colonialism. From Tureen movies to racist children's books tike Doctor
Du little and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. the image of "savage" Africa and
the myth of "the white man's burden" has been perpetuated in Western culture.

A 1972 Time magazine editorial lamenting the demise of Life magazine. stated
that the "lavishness" of Life's' enterprises included -organizing safaris into
darkest Africa." The same year the New York Times' CL. Sulzberger wrote that
Africa has "a history as dark as the skins of many of itipeople." Terms such as
"darkest Africa.- "primitive." "tribe" ("tribal ") or "ilingle.** in reference to
Africfi. perpetuate myths and are especially inexcusable in such large circulation
publications.
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Qualifying Adjectives.
Words that would normally have positive connotations can have entirely

different meanings when used iyn if racial coolest. For example. C. L. Sulzberger.
the colunniist of the-New York Times. wrote in January 1975. about minversatiorls
he had with two 'people in Namibia. One was the white South African
administrator. of the country the other a member (- SWAN). the Naiiiitnan
liberation movement. The first is described as 'Dirk. Mudge. who as senior elected
member of t h e administration is a kind o f acting P r i m e Minister.. . ." But.thesecond person is introduced as -Daniel 'Iliongarcro. an intelligent lie rem

besman who is a member of SVA11)...." What need was there hit Olilvrger
to state that Daniel Tiiongarern is "intelligent"? Why not Aso state that, Dirk
Mudge was "intelligetit" or do we assume he .wasn't

11

A similar examplefrom a 196ti New York 'limes article rgrtilig on an address
by Lyndon Johnson stated. -The President spoke to the well-dressed Neg In of-
ficials and their wives.- In what similar circumstances can one imagine a reporter
finding it necessary to note that an audience of white government officials was
"well-dressed"?

Stitt another word often used in a racists.stitext is "qualified." In the tows
white Americans often questioned whether Black people were "qualifie' to hold
public office. a question that was never raised (until too late) about white officials
like Wallace. Maddox. Nixon. Agnew. Mitchell. at al. The question 'bf
qualifications has been raised even mon frequenllt.ia recent yeariftas white
people question whether Black peopleare "qualified': to be hired for positions inIndustry and educational institution". -We're looking for a qualified Black" has
been heard again and again as institutions are confronted with affirmative actiongoals. Why stipulate that Blacks must be "qualified." when for others it is taken
for granted that applicants must be "qualified."

Speaking Engliih
Finally the depictimi in movies and,chilren's books of third world people

speaking English is often itself racist. Children's books about Puerto Rif ans
nos often connect poverty with a failure to speak English or to speak it well.

us blaming the victim and ignoring the racism which affects third world
people regardless of their proficiency in English. Asian characters speak a stiltedEnglish ("Honorable w and so" or -Confucius say") or have a speech impediment
("rots or ruck." "velly sollv." "flied lice"). Native American characters speakanother variation of stilted English ("Boy not hide. Indian take boy.").repeat cer-tain Ifollywood-Indian phrases ("Heap big" and "Many moons") or simply gruntout ligh" or "flow." The repeated use of these language characterizations func-
tins to make third world people seem less intelligent' and less capable than the
English- speaking white characters.
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Both in school and out, young children are exposed to
racist and sattst attitudes. These attitudesexpressed
over and over in books and in other mediagradually
distort their perceptions until stereoty and myths
about minorities and women are accepted as reality. It
is difficult for a librarian or teacher to cdirvince
children to question society's attitudes. But if a e'14
can be shown how to detect racism and sexism
book. the child can proceed to transfer the perception to
wider areas. The following ten guidelines are offered as10 Quick Ways a starting point in evaluating children's books from
this perspective.

To Analyze
Children's Books I. CHECK THE ILLUSTRATIONS

Look for Stereotypes. A stereotype is an over
simplified generalization about a particular group. race
Foror sex. which usually carries derogatory implications.
Some infamous (overti stereotyies of Blacks are the
happy-go-Picky, walennelon-eating Sambo and the fat,Racism And Sexism .eye-rolling "mammy": of Chicanos, :the sombrero-
wearing peon or fiesta-loviiip. macho bandito; of Asian
Americans, the inscrutable, slant-eyed "Oriental' of
Native Americans, the naked savage or "primitive
brave" and his "squaw"; of Puerto Ricans. the
switchblade-toting teenage gang member, of women,
the compbstely domesticated mother, the demure, doll.
loving little girl or the wicked stepmother. While you
may not always find; stereotypes in the blatant forms
deicribed, look for variations which in any way de-
mean or ridicule characters because of their race or sex.

The Council on interracial Books tor Children
1841 Broadway. New York. New York 10023

Reprinted by Permission

Look for Tokenism. If there are racial minority
characters in the illustrations, do they look just like
whites except for being tinted or colored in? Mr all
minority faces look stereotypically alike, or are
depicted as genuine individuals with distinctive
tures?

Who's Doing What? Do the illustrations depict
minorities in subservient and passive roles or in
leadership and action roles? Are males the active
"doers" and females the inactive observers?

2. CHECK THE STORY LINE

Liberation movements have led publishers to weed
out many insulting passages, particularly from stones
with Black themes and from books depicting female
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characters; i...,vo*ver, races: saxist attitudes still
find expression in less obvious ways. The following
checklist suggests some of the subtle (covert) forms of
bias to watch for.

Standard for Success. Does it take "white" behav-
ior standards for a minority person to "get ahead"? Is
"making it" in the dominant white society projected as
the only ideal? To gain acceptance and approval.. do
persons of color have to exhibit extraordinary quali-

f tiesexcel in sports; get A's, etc? In friendships be-
tween white and non -white children, is it the child of
color who does most of the understanding and forgiv-
ing?

Resolution of Problems. How are problems pre
smiled, conceived and resolved in the story? Are minor-
ity people considered to be "the problem"? Are the
oppressions faced by minorities and women repre-.
seated as related to social injustice? Are the reasons
for poverty and oppression explained. or are they
accepted as inevitable? Does the story line encourage
passive acceptance or active resistance? Is a particular
problem that is faced by a racial minority person or a
female resolved through the benevolent intervention of
a white person or a male?

Role of Women. Are the achievements of girls and
women based on their own initiative and intelligence.
or are they due to their good looks or to their relation-
ship with boys? Are sex roles incidental or critical to
characterization and plot? 'Could the sameutory be told
if the sex roles were reversed?

or-
3. LOOK AT THE LIFESTYLES

Are minority persons and their setting depicted in
such a way that they contrast unfavorably with the
unstated norm of white middle-class suburbia? ff the
minority group in question is depicted as "different,"
are negative value judgments implied? Are minorities
depicted exclusively in ghettos, barrios or migrant
camps? if the illustrations and text attempt to depict
another culture, do they go beyond oversimplifications
and offer genuine iasights into another lifestyle?,Look
for inaccuracy and inappropriateness in the depiction
of other cultures. Watch for instances of the "quaint
natives- in- costume" syndrome (moat noticeable in

areas like clothing and custom, but extending to
behavior and personality traits as well)

3.

2
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4. WEIGH THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PEOPLE

'Do the whites in the story possess the power, take
the leadership, and make the important decisions? Do
rattail minorities and ferriales of all races function in
essentially supporting roles?

'How are family relationships depict$1? In Matz
families, is tht mother always dominant? In Hispanic
families, are there always lots of children? If the
family is separated, are societal conditions- -
unemployment, poverty, for examplecited among the
reasons for the separation?

01. NOTE THE HEROES
..

Foe many years. books showed only "safe° minority
heroesthose who avoided serious conflict with the
white establishment ,of their time. Minority groups
today are insisting on the right to define their own
heroes (of both sexes) based on their own concepts and
struggles for justice.

When minority heroes do appear. are they admired
for the same qualities that have made white heroes
famous or because what they have done has benefited
white people?' Ask this question: "Whose interest is a
particular hero restly serving?"

0. CONSIDER THE EFFECTS ON A CHILD'S
SELF-IMAGE

Are norms established which limit any child's aspira-
tions and self-concept? What effect can it have on
Black children to be continuously bombarded with
images of the color white as the ultimate in
cleanliness, virtue, etc.. and the color black as
.dirty. menacing. etc.? Ere the hook counteract or
reinforce this positive association with the color white
and negative association with black?

'What happens to a girl's self-image when she reads
that boys perform all of the brave and important
deeds? What about a girl's self-esteem if she is not
"fair" of skin and slim of body?

*In a particular story. is there one or more persons
with whom a minority child can readily itirtitstr t.' it

piwitive and constructive end?
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7. CONSIDER TIIIE AUTHOR'S OR ILLUSTRA-
TOR'S BACKGROUND.

-
Analyze the biographicsd material on the jacket flap

or the back of the book. If a story deals with a minority
theme, what qualifies the author or illustrator to deal
with the subject? If the author and illustrator are not
members of the minority being written about, is there
anything in their background that would specifically
recommend them as the creators of this book?

S. CHECK OUT THE AUTHOR'S PERSPEC-
TIVE

No author can he wholly objective. All authors write
out of a cultural as well as .a personal context. Chil-
dren's books,in the past have traditionally come front
authors who were white and Who were members of the
middle class. with one result being that a single
ethnocentric perspective has dominated children's liter-
ature in the United States. With any book in question,
read carefully to determine whether the direction of the
author's perspective substantially weakens or strength-
ens.the value of his/hes written work. Is the perspec-
tive patriarchal or feminist? Is it solely Eurocentrie, or
do minority cultural perspectives also receive respect?'

9. WATCH FOR LOADED WORDS

A word is loaded when it has insulting overtones.
Examples of loaded adjectives (usually racist) are
"savage... "primitive," "conniving," "lazy," "supersti-
tious,- -tn.:when:46." "wily." "crafty." "inscrutable,"
"(ludic.- and -backward."

'Look for sexist language and adjectives thatexclude
Or ridicule- women. Look for use of the male pronoun to.
refer to both males and females. While the generic use
of the word "man" was accepted in the past, its use
today is outmode& The following examples show how
sexist language can be avoided: ancestors instead of
forefathers: chairperson instead of chairman; common,
sty instead of brotherbdod; fire-fighters instead of
firemen. manufactured instead of manmade: the hu-
man family instead of the family of man.

p
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10. LOOK Al COPYRIGi-:T DATE

Books on minority themesusually hastily
conceivedsuddenly began appearing in the mid-
1960's. There followed avowing number of "minority
experience" books to meet the new market demand, but
most of these were still written by white authors led
by white editors and published by white pub. rs.
They therefore reflected a white point of view. not until
the early 1970's has the children's book world begun to
even remotely reflect the realities of a multiraiial
society. The new direction resulted from the emergence
of minority authors writing about their own experien-
ces. Utifortunately, this trend has been reversing in the
late 1970's, as publishers have cut back on such books.
Non-sexist books, with rare exceptions, were not pub-
lished before 1973.

The copytight dates, therefore, can be a clue as to
how likely the book is to be overtly viciat or sexist,
although a recent copyright date, of course, is no
guarantee of a book's relevance or sensitivity. The
copyright date only means the year the book was
published. It usually bikes about two years from the
time a manuscript is. submitted to the publisher to the
time it is actually printed and put on the market. This
time lag meant very little in the past, but in a time of
rapid change and changing consciousness, when chil-
dren's book publishing is attempting to be "relevant," it
is becoming increasingly significant (For fully detailed
criteria, a book titled Guidelines for SelectingBias-Free
Textbooks and Storybooks. $6.95, its available from
CIBC at the address below.)

20
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COMBATTING NAM ICAP STEREOTYPING*

Handicapp,d people are often expected to enter only a restricted range
of careers because ..1 well, because it's thought to be suitable. People who
are retarded are supposed to enjoy boring, tedious, repetitive work. Similar-
ly, deaf people are often said to enjoy art and design work, and the blind to
make good newsstand keepers. "'Persons who are hearing impaired should
work in noisy factories." "Disabled people prefer to work only in jobs help-
ing other disabled people." The list of stereotypes can go on and on. Yet
retarded people. experience boredom and need relief from tedium. And,
while some deaf people do enjoy art and design, others care little for them
and have no talent in those areas. Almost any generalizations that one
makeseven "positive" orsesWill be at best distortions of reality.

SOME NOTES ON STEREOTYPES

All kinds *of stereotypes exist. The important thing to recognize about
most of them is that the specific content of the stereotype is not nearly as
important as the faCt that there is a stereotype present at all 'Stilt, it is possi-
ble to identify some common kinds and discuss what career educators can

stereotypes need to be considered. First, stereo re not universallyhtytirtest

do about them. Before dying so, however, a few of neral points about

heldsome employers, for instance, have long since gotten over un-
justified, qualms about hiring or promoting handicapped people and see
them as candidates for a wide range of jobs. Second, not all handicapped
people have been equally affected by others' stereotypesmany handicap-
ped children, for instance, have not been overly protected by their parents
and suffer none ophe problems that come from being watched over to ex-
cess. Finally, stereotypes are undesirable because they unfairly
characterize whole groups of people, not because they are necessarily un-
true of each individual some deaf people do paint well, for example, and,
less frivolously, some emotionally disturbed people are indeed hard to get
along with. There is nothing wrong with recognizing a chifacteristic,
desirable or otherwise, when an individual in fact possesses itr the error lies
in presupposing that someone has this, that, or the other characteristic just
because that person has a handicap.

STEREOTYPES AND THE ROLE OF CAREER EDUCATION
The creation of career education as a Congressional mandate in 1974 em-

phasized the importance of serving all students The passage of the Career
Education Incentive Act in 1977 reemphasitzed this and drew special atten-
tion to the need to reduce the effects of steleotyping on the career choices

*Excerpted from American Institutes of Research, Programs to Combat
Stereotyping. in Career Choice, Palo Alto, California, 1980.
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of handicapped people P.L. 94-142, established a "free appropriate public
education" in the "least restrictive environment" as the right of all hand-
icapped children. The message of these various mandates is clearall
children must receive nonstereotyped career education and be integrated
into society to the fullest extent possible consistent with their needs and
desires.

But with what aspects of stereotyping should career education be con-
cerned the most? Since the goals of career education are so broad, it might
fairly be argued that practically any stereotype falls within its domain SOH,
there are some common kinds with which career educators must be par-
ticularly concerned.

Some Common Stereotypes

We will consider three common classes of stereotypes, pointing out some
ways in which they may manifelt themselves in the school, in6usiness and
industry, or in the family.

STEREOTYPE 1: There is only a. very small range of careers that hand-
icipped people can expect to pursue. An unfortunately common habit.of
mind is to ruminate on the problems.that a person with this or that disability
might have ,in satisfying certain tub requirements. Often, such ruminations
identify genuine problems, but are still essentially obfuscitory for a couple
of reasons. First, they direct attention to jobs that a person Otobably could
not do, whit+ is not very helpfuleach of us is suited for some things and
not others, with the former being much more worth thinking about than the
latter. Second, most jobs are within reach of a great many handicapped peo-
ple, including some jobs that seem unlikely on the face of it; by picking out
some of the more extreme difficulties, one tends to subordinate this
fact again, an unhelpful approach. An effect of ail this is that handicap-
ped people may be presented with few opportunities in education to learn
about and become interested in careers which "fey might well find reward-
ing.

This and related stereotypes often stand in the way of disabled people
seeking employment. Employers may not see immediately how' the disabled
person can get the job done properly (or at all) and jump to the conclusion
that the person cannot. Cir, employers may believe that other workers will
not be able to work well with handicapped colleagues, or will work ade-
quately with them only in certain roles --the latter is particularly serious as
it may serve to close off opportunities for advancement. Generally speak-
ing, these fears will not come true; disabled individuals are as likely as those
who are not disabled to work out well on the job.

STEREOTYPE 2: Handicapped people are excluded from full participation
in most activities by their disabilities. This is really a more general statement
of the first stereotype, representing the same unfortunate habit of mind
more broadly applied. This stereotype tends to divert attention from the
many ways in which various disability related problems can be over-
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STEREOTYPING 3

comea greater appreciation is needed for the fact that many, perhaps
most, tasks can be accomplished in ways other than those routinely used..
An extreme, b4t not uncommon, manifestation of this stereotype in educa-
tion and job training is that disabled people can only succeed in a "special"
setting. Of course, special settings, from resource programs to residential
schools, offer many valuable services. The trick is to arrive at the best "mix"
for the individual that is as Close to the regular environment as possible.

'Staff in regular programs may manifest this sterile in many ways,
among' them: disabled students will lower the standSrds in the classrodm;
they will not be able to get along with other students; thgy will not be able
to communicate and teaching will be impossible; they will requirea human-
ly impossible amount of work on the part of the teacher; they will require
all instructional activities to be specifically designed for them; they will
jeopardize their own cir others' safety; _they will waste precious time that
might better be devoted to students who are more likely to succeed. These
are, no doubt, cases in which eactr.Of_ these things has occurred resulting,
very probably, from poorly conceiVitiPlacements, inadequate support ser-
vices, Or a failure to prepare the teacher adequately to meet the student's
special needs. If good planning and reicessary support services are in
evidence, however, disabled students can participate in most activities.

STEREOTYPE 3: Disabled people have to be protected from the hurly-
burly. of the world. It is, of course, true that everyone must learn to cope
with life's vicissitudes, and that a person's capabilities and limitations are
quite germane tokletermining.how that individual copes. In some cases a
"ability does indeed serve to define situations to avoid. However, ex-
cessive solicitousness and overprotectiveness can arise all too easily. The
individual exposed to too much protectiveness may became essentially an
underachiever with a poor self-image. This may manifest itself as
discouragement about the future, withdrawal from learning and working.
situations, lack of personal planning, or some other undesirable traits that
interfere with realization of the person's full potential.

THE ROLE OF CAREER EDUCATION

Let us begin by looking at some of the reasons that stereotypes persist

11
ogdan and Biklen (1977) state that a stereotype is often steadfastly main-
ined, although inaccurate. First, culture often supports the transmission

f"stereotypes, constantly reinforcing them. Second, ndicapped people
are often_ isolated, have relatively few opportunities for i ate relations
to develop between themselves and so-called normal people, and conse-
quently have little chance of disproving the stereotypes. Last, and perhaps
most important, handicapped people are often treated in ways that corre-
spond to various stereotypes and are rewarded for living up to others' image
of them (Lemert, 195B. Career education can help to break these vicious
cycles. Here are some of the ways.

I
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STEREOTYP ING

SHOW HANDICAPPED PEOPLE IN A VARIETY OF ROLES. Career edu-
cators, when they develop materials, conduct "career days," invite guest
speakers, take students to job sites, and so on, can include handicapped
people in a variety of roles. They can be shown in pamphlets, serve as
resource people, and otherwise be involved. And, this should be done for all
activities. Disabled people should not just pop up, in "handicapped ac-
tivities" then go away, suggesting one-dimensionality. For example, a
chemist who is cerebral palsied, might come to a career day assembly to
discuss opportunities in science and related areas. That the person is dis-
abled will be a good object lesson for all, and, quite possibly, a source of en-
couraiement for handicapped studentsbut that need not be the theme of
the presentation, or even, mentioned. The person's profession is, after all,
chemistry, not cerebral palsy.

EXPECT A LOT FROM HANDICAPPED STUDENTS. Handicapped people,
notwithstanding the barriers they have faced, fill practically every role
society offers. As barriers fall, it will become less and less unusuarto find
handicapped people in a wide variety of positions. Barriers are one thing,
but challenges are another. The former are needless impediments, the latter
are integral to life's endeavors and handicapped students should. meet and
master them along with the other students. Doing so is not only satisfying in
and of itself, it also enhances a student's self-image, raises his or her stand-
ing with others, and provides imilprtant practice for career success.

GIVE OTHER CHILDREN A CHANCE TO MEET AND WORK WITH HAND-
ICAPPED YOUNGSTERS. Students can work together on projects, reports,
and in the multitude of day-to-day school activities. In this there is a
balance to be struck between students taking on r es at which they are
naturally adept, which is fine up to a point, and the tine assignment of aiparticular role. Everyone, handicapped children ncluded, shoul get a
chance to lead, to follow, to work cooperitively ith others, and o make
independent efforts.

GIVE OTHERS A CHANCE TO SEE THE STUDENTS ACHIEVE. This in-
cludes parents and the community. The vehicles are many, from projects to
take home, to open-houses, to IEP review meetings, to work placements.
Many possibilities are presented in the programs discussed below.

REMEMBER 'TWAT A "READ-ON"- APPROACH IS NOT ALWAYS NEC-
ESSARY. That stereotypes.are attitudinal at base often suggests a "direct"
approach to attitude change, one in which people are encouraged to iden-
tify their presuppositions and concerns and to deal with them. There is
much value in this and some of the programs feature it. At the same time, a
great deal of attitude change comes from doing and from seeing done. If
disabled students are to realize their potential to become competent, in-
dependent members of society, they, no less than others, must have the
chance to nurture their skills, to become involved with the world and ex-
plore the whole gamut of possibilities it offers, to learn to deal with life's
realities: and to familiarize others with their capabilities. Providing oppor-
tunities to do these things may seem to be an "indirect" way of combatting
stereotypes, t it is crucial,ts

These, o ourse, are things with which all educators should be involved.
Career educators, however, are in an unusually advantageous positionif a
concern with stereotype reduction permeates their endeavors, then,
career education is infused throughout the curriculum, this concern shots
become ubiquitous as well. i/-
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FACTS ABOUT WOMEN AND MINORITIES IN THE LABOR FORCE

A. Women In the Labor Force

The stereotyped view of a young girl
and being taken care of economically
simply not consistent with reality.
tistics:

I

growing up, getting married,
for the rest of her life is
Consider the following sta-

a. Only about 3 out of 4Women aged 18 and over are married.

b. Approximately 1 out of every,2 marriages_pede in divorce.

c. The number of one-parent families doubled betweJ111970 and
1983. By 1984,. 1 out of 6 families was maintained by' a
woman.

In 1 out of 2 married=couple families, both the husband
and wife hold paying jobsl,

c

e. Nine out of 10 women work outside the home at some point
in their lives. 4

The number of women in the labor force more than doubled between
1950 and 1980. More than half of all women aged 16 and o;-are in
the labor force; they account for more thag two-fifths of all workers.
(See Table 1 and the accompanying graph in Figure 1.)

3. The fact is that most women work because of pressing economic need,
not simply for "extras." Nearly two-thirds of all women in the
labor force in 1984 were either single (26 percent), divorced (11
percent), widowed (5 percent), separated (4 percent), or had husbands
whose 1983 incomes were less than $15,000 (19 percent).

4. Married women, including those with young children, have been entering
the labor force iniOncreasing proportions.

a. 41983, 52 percent of married women with husbands present
were in the labor force compared to 24 percent in 1950 and
40 percent in 1972.

b. In 1984, 61 percent of all mothers with children under 18
were in the labor force, compared to 30 percent in 1960,
and 9 percent in 1940.

c. In 1984, there were 8 million working mothers with pre-school
children, up 3 million from 1973.

d. In 1984, 52 percent of married women with children under 6
were'in the labor force, compared to 30 percent in 1970
and 19 percent in 1960.

e. In 1983, nearly three-fifths (56 percent) of all children
under age 18 had mothers in the labor force; 48 percent of
all children under age 6 had working mothers.
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Table 1

WOKEN' IN THE LABOR FORM,. 1950-1983

_
I-

. .
Year

Total Women .Percent of Total
(in thousands) ;"tabor Force

Percent of All Women
Aged 16 Years and Over

A.

I

.

d1983 48,500. ,44.0 53.0

1980 44,733 ;,- 42:4 51.7
19 75 36,998 . ' 9 46,3

1970 31;520 . .' 43.3

1965 26,200 , .°11-i.:2 39.3

1960 2j,?!.0 33:.4 37.7

1955 26,548 31.6 35.7

1950 18 38,___.--449--6-
._!...------"----

33.8

SOURCE; U.S. Department.' of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Handbook of Labor
Statistics 1978" and "Employment andlinemployment: A Report on 1980, Special
Labor Force Report 244".

Percent

55

50

45--

40. 35.

30 -

25

40`,

t

000..0=0

I"

.1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1983

Women in labor force as a percent of total labor force
Women in labor force as a percent of all women over 16

Figure 1. Increase of Women in the Labor Force.



5. Projections indicate that the trend of increased partic)pation in
the labor force will continue.

a. By 1990, more than 70 percent of all females 16 to 54 will
be in the job market.

b. By 1990, two-thirds of all married women under age 55 will
have jobs outside the home, including'more than half of
all mothers with children under 6.

c. By 1990, only 1 out of every 4 women will fit the current
stereotype of woman as full-time homemaker and mother.

6. Not only are more women working, but the- average number of years
they are working is increasing. The average worklife expectancy of
women was roximately 6 years in 1900, and just over 12 yeari in
1940. In 9-80, the average woman could expect to spend 29.3
years of her 1 e in the work force.

7. Although women are rking in every major industry group, one quarter
of all employed women are found in only 22 of the 500 occupations
recognized by, the Department of Labor. They are especially concen-
trated in clerical, service, and selected professional occupations.
In 1984, 99 percent of secretaries, 96 percent of registered nurses,
83 percent of elementary school teachers, and 70 percent of retail
clerks were women (see Table 2).

8. The average woman worker is as well educated as the average man
worker (median 12.2 years of school completed). However, in 1984
the average woman earned only 61 cents for every dollar earned by
the average Ade when both are working year-round, full-time. As
shown in Figure 2, there is a large gap between male and female
earnings at each educational level. In 1983, women workers with .4
years of college education had a median income slightly above Ugh
of men who had only 1 to 3 years of high school..

MOWN. MOM OF PULLTINIII ISAIHIONSID WORMS. 1063
MAD

IUMMINIf MIL
i4 tie. mi.

me op atm

ISMS t SWIM If RN, CIMINO

reel IONIL
ilth rem 1-3 ow MB.

MIS ert 11111Oriel

1

Figure42. Median Income of Full-Time, Year-Round Workers, 1983.
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9. The more education a woman has, the more likely she will seek paid
employment. In 1984 about 3 out of 4 women college graduates were
in the labor force, compared to.fewer than 1 out of 3 women who had
not gone beyond the eighth grade. .

.

10. "Women's.work" ishot as narrowly defined in some other countries,
For example, in several tountries in Western Europe 18 to.25 percent.
of the doctors are women; in West Germany 33percent of the lawyers
are women; in the Soviet Union womeh are 28 percent of the engineers,
38 percent of the scientists, 36 percent of the lawyers, and 75
percent of the doctors. The percentage of women physicists in China
has been variously estimated at between 10 and 25 percent.

II. The situation in the United States is changing, with more and more
females in the United States entering traditionally male careers.

a. While the majority of employed women are still in tradi-
tional clerical and service occupations, a substantial
number have made inroads into professional-technical jobs
with higher status and earnings. In 1970, 60 percent of
all female professional technical workers were in the more
traditional argils of nursing and pre-college teaching; by
1982 this proportion has dropped to about 50 petcent.

b. As shown in Table 3, the number of women in many tradi-
tionsily male fields increased dralatically between 1972
an 982. For example, 24 percent of pharmacists were
women in 1982, compared to only 15 percent ten years
earlier.

kc While only 11 percent of practicing physicians in 1979
were women, Womtn received 25 percent of the M.D. degrees
awarded in 1982.

-d.\ The number of women receiving degrees in dentistry glicreased
from 1 percent in 1971 to 15 percent in 1982,.,'

e. In 1971 only 7 percent of law degrees went to women; by
1982 this had increased to 33 percent.

.1. There were only 328 women in the fall 1969 enliineering
class, less than one percent of entering students. By
1983 there were 18,689 women in the engineering freshman
class, representing 17 percent of entering students.

In 1983 women received 13 percent of the total number of
bachelor degrees.in engineering, compared to 2 percent in
1975 and three nths of a percent in 1955.
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Table 3

Comparison of Selected Occupations for Women:
1972 and 1982

.

Occupation

Percent of Total Employed

197/- 1982

NAAccomitants

Computir specialists

Engineers

Lawyers/judges

Life and physical
scientists

Pharmacists

Engineering and
science technicians

Social scientists

Bank officers and
financial managers

jnsurance agents,
brokers, and
underwriters

.

.
*

.

" 38

39

17

4

10

13

9
-..

21

19

.

12

'

44

45

29

15

21 -

24

18

38

37 .

26

'

Sales representatives,
manufacturing
industries

-

7 , 21

.

34

35



. B. Minority Workers

1. While more than half of all white men are in professional, managerial
or skilled craft occupations--those paying relatively high wages--only
about 30 percent of minority men, 25 percent of white women, and
less than 20 percent of minority women are so employed.

2. Minorities are underrepresented in many of the more prestigious,
well-paying occupations but overrepresented in many lower-paying
positions. For example, blacks are about 9 percent of the total
labor force and Hispaiics about.5 percent by only:

3 percent of dentists
3 percent of engineers
4 percent of lawyers
4 percent of painters and sculptors
6 percent of college teachers.

On the other hand, blacks represent:

17 percent of file clerks
24 percent of correctional institutional officers
38 percent of garbage collectors
28 percent of privatl household cleaners and servants.

3. The median salary for black women who *forked full-time throughout
1983 was $13,000* compared with $14,671 for white women,'%$16,410 for
black men and $23,114 for white men.

4. In 1983, 44 percent of the white households had a monthly income of
$2,000 or more, compared to 31 percent for Hispanic households, and
24 percent for black households. .

5. Adult employment rates show that white males are the most advantaged
and minority males and females are the most disadvantaged. In 1984,
unemployment rates ranged from about 6 percent for white men and
women to over 10 percent for Hispanic men and women, and more than
16 percent for black men and black women.

6. According to the Census Bureau definition of poverty, poor families
in 1980 included:

8 percent of all the white families
23 percent of all the Spanish origin families
29 percent of all the black families,

7. Given the poverty figures, it is not surprising that minorities have
poorer health and living conditions tharrwhites.

a. Thirty-three percent of all black children suffer from
malnutritional deficiencies compared to 15 percent of all
white children.
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b. Minority childre eve a 30 percent higher chance than do
white children dying before they are 14 years old.

c. Ten percent of the total U.S. population lives.in housing
with one or more physical deficiencies. For Chicanos the
figure is 19 percept and for Puerto Ricans it is 27 percent.

d. The worst health care in the U.S. is found on Indian 4

reservations. Life expectancy for men on the Navajo
reservation is 44 years, compared with 67 nationally.

8. Socioeconomic tus is related to educational opportunities. For
example, 64 percen f medical students come from families where the
father is a physician, nother professional, an owner, or a manager.

9. Seventy -five, percent of whites graduate from high school compared to
56 percent ofoblacks and 54 percent df Latinos.

10. Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans Account for almost 20 percent
of the U.S. population but in 1981 constituted less than 10 percent
of all Bachelor's degree recipients.

11. The trend is for increased numbers of minority workers to enter
professional and technical fields:

Between'1960 and 1982 the percent of minority women who
were professional and technical workers increased from 7
to 14 percent.

b. The number of blacks earning degrees in engineering has
increased significantly since the early 1970's--more than
tripling (from almost 600 to over 2,142) between 1972 and '
1983.

c. Minorities increased their xhare of medical degrees from
less than 1 percent in 1970 to 10 percent in 1983.
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a. Compendium of Women and Minority Scientists and Engineers
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COMPENDIUM OF. WOMEN AND MINORVY'SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

I. BLACK SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

A. Life Sciences

1. George Washington Carver, 1864-1943 (1,3,4,5,6)*

AGRICULTURESCIENTIST; developed hundreds of products from the peanut,
the soybean, the pecan nut, the mweet potato, and other,plants.

2: Charles Drew, 1904-1950 (1,4,$,6)

BLOOD PLASMA RESEARCHER; developed tecNitiques for storing human blood
until it is needed; created "blood banks."

3. William Hinton, 1883-1959
. (1,3,5)

MEDICAL SCIENTIST; developed a test to detect syphilis; world expert
on diagnosis and treatment of venereal disease,

4. Ernest Just, 1883-1941 (1,4,5,6)

CELL BIOLOGIST;.stnilied.the:mtructute and function of cells, especially
egg cells and embryos.

5. Theodore Lawless, 1892-1971 (1,3,5)

DERMATOLOGIST;' established a skin Clinic in Chicagnk's Black community;
internationally known skin specialist; became a millionaire.

*The numbers in parentheses indicate that additional information about
the particular scientist can'be found as follows:'

(1) Winslow, Eugene, Black Americans in Science and Engineering:
Contributors of Past and Present, Afro-Am Publishing Company,
Chicago, IL, 1978.

(2.) U.S. Department of Energy, Black Contributors to Science and
Energy Technology, Washington, DC, 1979.

(3) Carwell, Hattie, Blacks in Science: Astrophysicist to Zoologist,
Exposition Press, Hicksville, NY, 1977.

(4) Jenkins, Edwards, et al. American Black Scientists and Inventors,
National Science Teachers Association, Washington, DC, 1975.

(5) aber, Louis, Black Pioneers of Science and Invention, Harcourt,
Brace, and World; Inc., New Yokk, NY, 1970.

(6) Hayden, Robert C., Seven Black American Scientists, Addisonian
Press, Reading, MA, 1970.
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6. Vance H. Marchbanks, 1905- (1,3)

SURGEON; project head physician on Mercury space program; also helped
design space suits and monitoring systems for the Apollo moon shot.

7. Leon Roddy, 1921- (3,4)

ZOOLOGIST; expert on the life cycle and behavior of spiders,
identified more than 6,006 kinds of spiders.

8. Charles-Henry Turner, 1861-1923 * (1,3,4,6)

ZOOLOGIST; expert on the social behavior of ants and bees; discovered
that bees are attracted to flowers by color and odor-as well as by
the pattern of the flowers.

9. Daniel Hale Williams, 1858-1931 (1,3,4,5,6)

SURGEON; credited with performing the first "open-heart" surgery in
1893 when he saved the life of a knifing victim by sewtag up his
heart.

B. Physical and Earth Sciences-

1. Benjamin Banneker, 1731-1806 (1,3,4,5,6)

ASTRONOMER, mathematician and inventor; used his mathematical skills
and studies of the star:1.A° develop an almanac; developed the first
clock totilily built in America.

2. Lloyd Hali.1894-1971 (3,5)

=Mier; applied his knowledge of chemistry to problems in the food
industry; responsible for the development of seasonings, meat curing
products, and other food preservatives.

3. Percy Julian, 1898-1975 (10,4,5)

CHEMIST; sometimes called the "soybean chemist;" synthesized a num-
ber of important compounds from soybeans, including chemicals used
igrthe treatment of glaucoma and arthritis.; became a millionaire.

4. J. Ernest Wilkins, 1923- '(1,2,3)

PHYSICIST, mathematician, and engineer; expert in,the development of
nuclear power; attracted nationwide attention when he received a college
degree at 17 and a Ph.D at 19.

C. Engineers and Inventors

1.. Archie Alexander, 1888-1958 (2,3;5)

CIVIL ENGINEER; established an engineering firm and constructed bridges,
freeways, airfields, and power plants.
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2. Andrew J. Beard, 1849?-1921

INVENTOR; patented a device for the automatic coupling'of railroad
cars, eliminating dangerous job of manual coupling.

3. Otis Boykin, 1920- (1,2)

ENGINEER; developed a control unit for artificial heart stimulators,
a resistor used in radios, televisions and computers; a chemical air
filter, and many other devices.

4. David N. Crosthwait, 1891-1976 (2,3,5)

MECHANICAL ENGINEER; specialist in designing heating and refrigeration
systems, including the one used in Rockefeller Center in.New York City;
received more than 30 U.S. patents and many foreign patents.

5. Sarah E. Goode

INVENTOR; folding cabinet. bed patented 0 1885; first recorded Black
woman to receive a patent.

I

6. Meredith.Gourdine, 1929- (1,2,3).

ENGINEER; developed a method for producing high-oltage electricity
from natural gas; this method has potential for supplying power for
heat and light in homes, desalting sea water, and burning coal more
efficiently; Gourdine also won a silver medal in track at,,the 1952
Olympics.

1. Frederick McKinley Jones, 1893-1961 (1,2,5)

ENGINEER; developed the first automatic refrigerator for long-haul
trucks, a portable X-ray machine, box-office equipmf.ntfor handing
out tickets and making change, and many other inventions; held more
than 60 patents.

8. Lewis Howard Latimer, 1848-1928

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER; member of Thomas
a process for making carbon filaments
bulb's threaded socket.

(1,2,5)

Edison's research team; patented
for light bulbs and invented the

9. Jan Matzeliger, 1852-1889 (1,5)

INVENTOR;wdeveloped a machine to make shoes automatically; this
machine could make thousands of pairs of shoes per day.

10. Elijah McCoy, 1843-1929

INVENTOR; developed a device for the automatic lubrication
which revolutionized the machine industry (persons inspecting a new
machine dften asked if it contained the "real McCoy," a term which is
still used to mean genuine quality); earned more than 50 patents for
various inventions.

(1,2,3,4,5)

of machines,
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11. Garrett Morgan, 1877-1963 (1,2,4,5)

INVENTOR; developed a safety helmet and gap mask
heivimself used'to rescue men trapped in a tunnel y a gas explosion;

firemen which

also invented the automatic stop sign, the forerunner of modern traffic
46 lights.

12. Norbert Rillieux, 1806-1894 (1,2,5)

ENGINEER; patented a sugar-refining process which greatly reduced the
cost and danger of producing sugar.

13. Rufus Stokes, 1922-

INVENTOR; developed an air-purification device tp reduce
of gases and ash from furnace and power plant smOke.

(1,21

the levels

14. Virgil Trice, 1926- (2,3)

CHEMICAL ENGINEER; expert on managing radioactive wastes
power plants; works for the U.S. Department of Energy.

15. Madame C. J. Walker, 1869-1919

INVENTOR; invented a hair softener
one of the first women to become a

.46. Granville Woods, 1856-1910

from nuclear

(1,3)

and a,comb for straightening hair;
millionaire through her own efforts.

(1,2,3,4,5)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER; earned patents for more than 35 electrical
inventions including a third rail system for an electric locomotive,
an improved airbrake system, and a telegraph system for communicating
between moving trains; sold many of his inventions to the General
Electric, Westinghouse, and Bell Telephone companies.
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II. WOMEN SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

A. Life Sciences

1. Rachel Carson, 1907-1964

BIOLOGIST; studied the effects of DDT and other pesticides; wrote
the controversial book The Silent Spring warning about the dangers
of DDT.

2. Gerti Cori, 1896-1957 (1,3,4)

BIOCHEMIST; studied the processing of carbohydrates in humans; shared
the 1947 Nobel prize in physiology with her husband Carl for their
discovery of how glycogen is catalytically converted.

3. Gladys Anderson Emerson, 1903- (3,6,7)

BIOCHEMIST; studied the effects of vitamierdefiCiencies on the body.

4. Jane Goodall, 1934- (1,5)

BIOLOGIST; studies behavior of chimpanzees in Africa.

5. Frances Oldham Kelsey, 1914-:

PHYSICIAN; employed by Federal Drug Administration; refused to approve
use of thalidomide after determining it had dangerous side effects.

* The numbers in parentheses indicate that additional information about the par-
ticular st4entist can be found as follows:

(1) Schacher, Susan, ed., Hvatia's Sisters: Biographies of Women Scientists--
Past and Present. Feminlsts Northwest, Seattle, 1976.

(2) Yost, Edna, American Womeni5f Science. J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia, 1955. (This book is out of print but is available
in many libraries.)

(3) Yost, Edna, Women of Modern Science. Dodd, Mead & Company, New York,
1959. (This book is out of print but is available In many libraries.)

(4) Asimov, Isaac, Asimov's Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology. Doubleday & Company, New York, 19/2.

(5) Churchill, E. Richard and Linda R. Churchill, Science Activity Reader.
J. Weston Walch Publisher, Portland, ME, 1979.

(6) Eabetlin, Diane, Contributions of Women: Science. Dillon Press,
// Minneapolis, 1977.

(7) Haber, Louis, Women Pioneers of Science. Harcourt, Brace and
Jovanovich, New York, 1979.



6. Dixie Lee Ray, 1914- (6)

MARINE BIOLOGIST; first woman to chair the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion; one of the first wen governors.

7. Shull Russell, 1913- (3)

GENETICIST; helped explain the physiological proce4Ses of genes.

8. Florence Siebert, 1897- (2)

BIOCHEMIST; discovered the tuberculin which leads to tuberculosis
and developed the Tine test for tuberculosis.

9. --Helen Brooke Ta sig, 1898 -

PHYSICIAN; devis d an operation to correct oxygen deficiences in
children born with heart "Meets ("blue babies"); first, woman
resident of the American Bart Association.

10. Rosalyn S. Yalow, 1921-
, (7)

PHYSIOLOGIST; won 1977 Nobel prize in physiology and medicine for her
technique to detect and measure minute levels of chemicals in the body.

B. Physical and Earth Sciences

1. lorence Bascom, 1862-1945

GEOLOGIST; first woman to receive a Ph.D. degree from Johns
_
Hopkins

University.

2. Katherine Burr Blodgett, 1898- (2).

PHYSICIST; discovered how to make nonreflecting glass; led to the
improvement of camera and telescope lenses.

3. Annie Jump Cannon, 1863-1941 (2,6)

ASTRONOMER; identified and classified 340,000 stars (more than anyone
else in the world).

4. Marie Sklodowska Curie, 1867-1934 (1,4,5)

PHYSICIST, CHEMIST; discovered radium and polonium; explained radio-
activity. Won Nobel prizes in both physics (1903, shared with her
husband Pierre),'and chemistry (1911).

5. -Rosalind Franklin, 1921-1978

PHYSICAL CHEMIST; used X -ray diffriction techniques to study the
structure of DNA; her results were the starting point for Watson and
Crick in their work which led to "breaking" the genetic code.
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6. Maria Goeppert-Mayer, 1906-1972 (1,4,7)

PHYSICIST; shared the 1963 Nobel prize in physics for the shell model
theory of atomic nuclei.

7. Caroline Herschel, 1750-1848 (1)

ASTRONOMER; discovered 7 comets and many nebulae.

8. Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin, 1910- (4,5,7)

CHEMIST; won the 1964 Nobel prize in chemistry for discovery of the
molecular structure of vitamin B-12, a compound essential in combatting
pernicious anemia.

9. Irene Joliet-Curie, 1897-1956 (1,4,5)

CHEMIST; continued the work of her parents on radioactivity; shared
the 1935 Nobel prize in chemistry with her husband Frederic for their

'synthesis of new radioactive elements.

10. Lise Meitner, 1878-1968 (1,3,5,7)

PHYSICIST; research on radioactive materials; first to suggest that
the uranium nucleus splits in two (nuclear-fission) when bombarded
with neutrons.

11. Maria Mitchell, 1818-1889 (1,5,6)

ASTRONOMER; received a gold medal frpoithe King of Denmark for her
discovery of a new comet; first professor of astronomy at Vassar College.

12. Ellen Swallow Richards, 1842-1911
)01

(1,2)

CHEMIST; first woman to graduate from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; conducted water purity surveys for the state of Massachu-
setts and served as an adviser in sanitary engineering to more than
200 companies and schools.

13. Florence van Straten, 1913- (3,6)

METEOROLOGIST; improved techniques for using weather balloons to
collect information; contributed to the development of naval
weather stations.

14. Chien Shiung Wu, 1912- (1,3,6)

NUCLEAR PHYSICIST; explained concept of the physical structure of the
universe; her work overthrew a previous idea (the principal of parity)
which said that an object and its image behave in the same way; cur-
rently professor at Columbia University.
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C. Mathematical Scientists

2. Hypatia, 370-415 (1,4)

Greek MATHEMATICIAN, Inventor; wrote several textbooks on mathematics
and philosophy; also invented 2 instruments to study the stars (an
astrolobe and a pladesphere).

2. Grace Hopper, 1906 -

COMPUTER SCIENTIST; belied pioneer the current method of computer
programming by designing a compiler system which serves as a translator
between people and machine; instrumental in developing COBOL, a com-
puter language which is widely.used in business.

3. Ada Byron Lovelace, 1815-1852

Edglish MATHEMATICIAN; first person to program a computing machine.

D. 'Engineers and Inventors

1. Lillian Moller Gilbreth, 1878-1972 (2,6)

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER; specialist in time and motion studies.

2. Sarah E. Goode

INVENTOR; 'folding cabinet bed patented in 1885; first recorded Black
woman to receive a-patent.

3. Mary Kies (1) .

INVENTOR; devised a process of straw-weaving with silk or thread;
the first woman to receive a U.S. patent (1804).

4. Margaret "'Knight I

INVENTOR; developelra machine for making paper bags (patented in
1871) and used it in a manufacturing business.

5. Sibella Masters, ? -1720 (1)

INVENTOR; developed a new method of cleaning and airing corn; she was
the first American inventor to receive a British patent but it was
recorded in her husband's name.

6. Sarah Mather

INVENTOR; developed a submarine telescope and lamp which was patented
in 1855..

7. Madame C. 3. Walker, 1869-1919

INVENTOR; invented a hair softener and a comb for straigtening hair;
one of the first women to become a millionaire through her own efforts.
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SAMPLE IDEAS FOR USING POSTERS OF SCIENTISTS

1. Discuss the "Scientist of the Week," setting aside a time each week
for presenting a profile of a scientist and discusng various
aspects of that person's job and life.

2. Discuss the scientist(s) appropriate to the science topics being
covered, perhaps planning a demonstration or experiment related to
the work done by the scientist.

3. Discuss the, diversity of science and engineering careers available,
peihaps assigning groups of students to find out more about each
career and report back to the class.

4. Discuss the preparation needed for science and engineering careers,
especially the importance of getting a good background in mathematics,
but pointing out that you need not be a genius to succeed in a science
career.

5. Discuss combining careers and full personal lives, including family
life and leisure activities.

6. Discuss the diversity people in science careers--including women,
minorities, and the handicapped; married and single people with a
variety Of life styles, etc.

7. Discuss possible barriers to participating in science careers.



WOMEN AND MINORITY SCIENTISTS KEYED
SCIENCE CURRICULUM TOPICS

A. Biological Sciences
.tw

1. Biology of the Cell

2. Genetics

3. Animal Behavior

4. Botany

5. Human Biology

6. Ecology/Pollution

IP.

7. Biochemistry

0

Famous Minority
Scientists

Fassaut Wo
Scientists

Ernest,Just

Rosalind Franklin
Shull Russell '

Leon Roddy Jane Goodall
Charles Henry.Turner

George Washington
Carver

Charles. Drew
William Hinton
Theodore Lawless
Daniel Hale Williams

Frances Oldham Kelsey.
Florence Siebert
Helen Brooke Taussig

Rufus Stokes Rachel Carson
Ellen Swallow Richards

Gerti Cori
Gladys Anderson Emerson
Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin
Rosalyn Yalow
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B. Chemistry

WOMEN AND. MINORITY SCIENTISTS KEYED TO
SCIENCE CURRICULUM TOPICS

(continued)

Famous Minority
Scientists

Famous Women
Scientists

1. Atomic Structure Maria Goeppert0ayer

2. Nuclear Chemistry

3. Organic Chemistry

4. Chemistry in Industry

C. Physics

1. Time and Movement Lillian breth

1111.

Percy Julian .

Lloyd Hall.

Norbert Rillieux

Marie Curie
Irene Joliet-Curie
Lime Meitner

2. Machines (industrial) &David N. Crosthwait Margaret Knight
Frederick McKinley Jones
Jan Hatzeliger
Elijah McCoy

3. Light Katherine Burr Blodgett
Sarah Mather

4. Electricity Meredith Gourdine
Lewis Latimer
Granville Woods

5: Nuclear Physics and J. Ernest Wilkins .Dixie Lee Ray
Radioactivity Virgil Trice Chien Shiung Wu
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D. Earth Sciences

1. Astronomers

2. Space Exploration

el"N"

13. -Meteorology

4. The Water Cycle

5. Geology

WOMEN AND MINORITY SCIENTISTS KEYED TO
SCIENCE CURRICULUM TOPICS

(continued)

Famous Minority Famous Women
Scientists Scientists

Benjamin Banneker

Vance H. Mirshbanks

Annie. Jump Cannon
Caroline Herschel
Maria Mitchell

Florence van Straten

Florence Bascom

Alt



5. SCIENCE AND E4GINEERING CAREERS

)t

a. Information About Science and Engineering Careers

b. Participation of-Women ,and Minorities in Science

c. The Math in High School You'll Need for College

d. Definitions of Selected Science and Engineering Fields

tip
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SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CAREERS

A. Information About Science and Engineering Careers

Roughly 2 million persons are employed as scientists and engineers with

more than half of them being employed in engineering. There is a very even

distribution among fields. As shown in Table 1, relatively few are emp

as nuclear engineers, mining engineers, or meteorologists, while large ers

are employed in chemistry, computer sciences, and the electrical, mecha ical,

industrial, and civil branches of engineering.

Scientists and engineers are employed by private industry,'colleges and

universities,,government agencies,.and non-profit organizations. The break --g

down of scientists and engimeers by type of employer ,is, shown in Figure 1.
or

Note that in 1978 almost half of all employed scientists and more than three-'

fourths of all employed engineers worked in industry. The situation varies

;BUSINESS AND
INDUSTRY

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

FEDERAL, STATE
AND LOCAL .

GOVERMENT

NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS

PERCENT

20 40 60 80 100

11,

a

Figure 1. Employers of Scientists and Engineers, 1978.
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Table 1

NUMBERS OF SCIENTISTS EMPLOYED IN VARIOUS CAREERS

ENGfNEERING:

Selected Branches

Electrical and Electronic 320,000
Mechanical 209,000
Industrial 160,000
Civij 155,000
Chemical 56,000
Aerospace 44,000
Petroleum 26,000
Metallurgical 14,000
hmleer, 6,300
Mining 5,700

LIFE SCIENCE:

Selected Branches

Biological Scientists 5.24000
Foresters and

..

Conservationists 31,000
Agricultural Scientists 22,000

PHYSICAL SCIENCE:

Selected Branches

Chemists
Geologists and

Geophysicists
Physicists
Meteorologists

MATHEMATICS AND SYSTEMS

Selected Branches
Computer Systems
Statistics
Mathematicians
'Actuaries

.89,000

49,000
19,000
3,700

ANALYSTS:

Analysts 254,000
20,000
11,000
8,200

4

.40URCE: OcCupational Outlook Handbook, U.S. Departmeadrof Labor, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 2205, April 1984.
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considerably by type of science, with scientists such as statisticians, chemists,

computer programmers, systems analysts, and geologists being primarily employed

in industry while astronomers, mathematicians, and life scientists are primarily

employed in colleges and universities.

The majority of scientists ,and engineers do not have Ph.D degrees. (In

,I982 roughly 52 percent of all scientists and engineers had only bachelor's

degrees, about 26 perceht had master's as their highest degrees, and about 11

percent had Ph.D degrees.) In some fields it is becomingly increasingly

necessary to have 'an advanced degree for employment beyond the technician

level. Engineers and computer specialists, on the other hand, can'find many

career emplogOnt opportunities with only a eachelor's degree.

The employment outlook for various professional careers, both science and

'non-science, is shown in Table 2. In general the employment outlook for

college graduates is best for those studying professional and technical fields.

Between 1982 and 1995, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a 23 to 28

percent increase in total employment; however, professional, technical, and

related professions are anticipating a more rapid growth of 30 to 35 percent.
a

This includes a projected 77 increase in the hiring of computer programmers, a

65 percent increase in the hiring of electrical engineers, and a 37 percent

increase in tie hiring.of physicists.

Starting alaries are also an indicator of the job market. The more rare

a needed c dity, the higher the price that is paid for it. Thus, as shown

in Table 3, graduates in petroleum engineering get salary offers thgt average

more than $12,000 per year above those offered to' graduates in the social

sciences.



Table 2

Projected Employment Outlook for Various Careers
Between 1982 and 1995

Muck Faster than Average Growth (increase 50 percent or more)

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Nuclear Engineer
CoMputer Systems Analysts/Programmers
Civil Engineering Technicians

4

Faster than Average Growth (30 to 44 percent increase)

Aerospace Engineer
Chemical Engineer
Civil,Engineer
Industrial Engineer
Metalurgical Engineer
Biological Scientists
Physicists (with Ph.D.)

Average Growth (20 to 29 percent increase)

Mining Engineer
Petroleum Engineer
Mathematical Specialist
Chemists
Geologists

Slower than Average Growth (6 to 19 percent increase)

Meteorologists
Agricultural Scientists
Foresters
College and University Faculty
Secondary School Teacher

SOURCES: Occuptional Outlook Handbook, 1984-85 Edition; Occupational' Outlook
Quarterly, Spring 1984.



Table 3

Average Starting Salary Offers
to Bachelor's Degree Candidates, 1984

Annual Monthly Hourly

Engineering

Petroleum $29,568 $2,464 $14.67'j
Chemical 27,420 2,285 13.60
Electrical 26,556 2,213 13.17
Mechanical 26,280 2,190 13.04

Computer Science 24,552 2,046 12.18

Mathematics 23,400 1,950 11.61

Physical and Earth Science 22,800 1,900 11.31

Chemistry 21,072 1,756" 10.45

Health Professional 18,912 1,576 9.38

Humanities 17,724 1,477 8.79

Other Social Sciences 17,424 1,452 8.64

Biological Science' . 16,824 1,402 8.35

SOURCE: College Placement Council, Salary Survey: Final Report, 1984.

NOTE: Annual and hourly salaries were computed from the monthly salaries
by multiplying by 12 months/year and dividing by 168 working hours/month
(21 days x 8 hours/day), respectively.
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B. Participation of Women and Minorities in Science

By any of a number of measures, women and minorities do t participate

in the sciences to the same-extent as white males. They per orm at a lower

level on tests of science and mathematicslichievement, take fewer science and

mathematics courses, and generally have poorer attitudes toward science and

mathematics. When it is time to select college. majors and fields of graduate

.study, women end-minorities are less likely to choose the sciences and there-

fore less likely to wind up employed as scientists and enginegrs. However,

there is evidence that the trend is for increased participation of these

underrepresented groups in the.. sciences. Information about both the current

status of women and minorities in the sciences and apparent trends is presented

in the following sections. In general there is more available information

about women than about minorities, especially minorities other than blacks.

1. Science Performance and Attitudes

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) regularly

surveys the educational attainments of 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, 17-year-olda,

and young adults. During the most recent assessment of science learning

(1981-82) .#AEP also investigated students' attitudes toward science and science

education. Some of the performance and attitude results are presented below,

with special attention tosomparisons between males and females and between

whites and minority groups.

At age 9, white males perform at a h er level in science than all other

groups (white females, black males and les) by amounts ranging from less

than 1 percentage point in the case of white females.to more than 14 percentage

points in the case of the other groups. By age 13 the gap between white males
r

and each of the other groups has widened to more than 4 percentage points

above white females and is 12 to 16 percentage points above the other groups.

In assessments of mathematics performance, NAEP found that,a very similar

situation exists in mathematics.

NAEP also foutid that blacks andfemales are less likely than white males

to have had science-related experiences. For example, there were large differ-

ences between blacks and whites in visiting fairly common places such as

forests. Blacks were also less likely to report having seen such science-related
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objects as a sprouting seed, the North Star, an animal skeleton, or a fossil.

Sex differences were largest for those activities having to do with electricity:

males were much more likely than females to have wired together an electric

circuit and to have made a magnet using electricity and wire..

The NAEP results showed no important differences in attitudes toward

science classes between males and females or blacks and whites at- age 9. Most

9 -year =Olds in each group considered science classes interesting and useful

and wished they had more science in school. However, by age 13, attitudes

toward science classes were not as favorable in general, and sex and race

differences began to appear. Females at both ages 13 and 17 were less positive

than their male counterparts in their attitudes toward science classes.

Inteiestingly, while their performance levels were low, blacks at ages 13 and

17 had more positive feelings toward science classes than did whites.

2. Enrollments in High School Science and Mathematics Courses

Studiei conducted during the early 1970'i found that many fewer

females than males were taking higher level mathematic, courses in high school.

For example, a study of freshmen admitted at Berkeley in fall 1972 found that

only 8 percent of the female students had taken 4 years of mathematics,:compared

to 57 percent of the males.1

There are indications that the differences in the numbers of males and

females taking mathematics courses are becoming smaller, but there is conflicting

evidence about the extent'of the improvement. One study found that "among SAT

takers, the percentage of girls who have had four or more years of math in

high school rose from 37 percent 5 years ago to 43 pertent in 1979. That is

still, however, far behind boyl, 63 percent of whom take math for four years."2.

Data collected by the National Assessment of Educational Progress in 1976-77,

on the other hand, found only small differences between the number of males

and females taking four years of mathematics in high school--41 and 37 percent,

respectively. The NAEP survey included all 17-year-old high school students,

not 'just SAT takers, and that may help explain the very different results.

1.

1 Ernest, John. Mathematics and Sex, University of Califo
Barbara, 1976, p.9.

2 Westoff, Leslie dridge (ed). Focus: Women in Search of Equa
Educational Testint ice, 1979, p. 167--

Santa
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There is no conflict in the data about black enrollments in high school

science and mathematics courses: all findings indicate that black enrollments

lag far behind those of whites. For example, NAEP reports that only 24 percent

of black 17-year-olds had taken Algebra II compared to 39 percent of white

students. Similarly, a study of science efollments in Florida found that

blacks represented 25 percent of the total school enrollments but less than 10

percent of the chemistry and physics enrollments.3

3. Career Aspirations

Not too long ago many girls grew up with the goal of becoming full-

time wives and mothers. However, female aspirations may be shifting, with

more and more young women planning to seek employment when they finish their

education. In 1974 NAEP found that only 3 percent of 17- year -old females

listed housewife as their first choice and only 9 percent included housewife

among .their first five choices. Nevertheless, there is still a great deal of

sex stereotyping in career aspirations. Forty-one percent of these young

women listed teacher, nurse, or clerical worker as first choice.

The same lack of interest on the part of females in traditionally male-

careers was seen in the results of the 1981-82 NAEP assessment of attitudes

toward science. In that survey females at both ages 13 and 17 were less

likely than.their male counterparts to express interest in science as a career.

Similarly, the 1975 Purdue Opiniondobnel survey found that only 41 percent of

the females compared to Si percent of the males had ever considered a career

in science.4 A 1979 study of college-bound seniors conducted by the Admissions .

Testing Program of the College Board found that the extent of the sex differencet

in intent to study science depended on the particular science field. For

example, wales and females' were "out equally likely'(' express intent to

study the biological sciences bUt only 2 percent of females compared to 19

percent of males Indicated an intent to study engineering.

3 Ignatz, Hilton G. "Low Black Enrollment in Chemistry and Physics Courses,"
Science Education, 59(4) 471-573, 1975.

4
"Factors Influencing the Science Career Plans of High School Students,"

Report of Poll No. 101 of the Purdue Opinion Panel,Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN, 1975.
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4. Undergraduate and Graduate,School Science Enrollments

The trend is for increasing numbers of women to study science. In

1950, women earned only 12 percent of the bachelor's degrees in science (in-

cluding 'social science) and engineering. This proportion had risen to 26

percent by 1970 and to 37 percent by 1982. There is, of course, variation by

science field. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 2, the female share of bachelor's

degrees is now at an 411-time high for most scientific disciplines. Similarly,

there has been an increase in the number of women enrolled lin master's' and

doctoral-programs in the sciences.' For example, the number of Ph.D's in

science and engineering awardato women almost tripled from 1970 to 1983,

with the proiortion of these degrees earned by 'omen increasing from 9 percent

to 26 percent.

/

PERCENT OF S/E BACHELOR'S dGREES EARNED BY WOMEN
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SOURCE: RATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

Figure 2. Proportion of Bachelor's Degrees Awarded to Women,

1950-1982:
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As is the case with women, the trend is for increasing numbers of minority

group members to study science but, with the exception of Asian Americans,

they are still generally underrepresented in the sciences. In 1978 minority

students represented approximately 18'percent of undergraduate enrollment;

their science enrollments ranged from 10 percent in the physical sciences to

17 percent in the biological sciences. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 3,

there has been a rapid rise in minority engineering enrollments in recent

years; However, minorities are still greatly underrepresented in the engineering

profession.
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Figure 3. Minority Students Entering Engineering School.
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5. Employment in Science Careers

The science graduates in any one year represent only a very small
$, ,

fraction of the people employed in science. In addition, many people who earn

degrees in science do not pursue science careers. Therefore, the representation

of women and minorities in science careers differs somewhat from that of

science enrollments. Neve eless, the general pattern is the same: the

trend is for increased part ipation of women and minorities in science and

engineering fields, but they are still far from being proportionately repre-

sented in these fields.

Table 4 shows the percent of females and blacks employed in each of a

number of science and engineering fields. Note that once again there is .

considerable variation in representation depending on field. For example,

women represented 44 percent of the 1983 employed labor force and 41 percent

of the biological and life scientists but only,6 percent of the engineers.

Blacks and Hispanics were proportionately underrepresented in the life and

physical sciences and in engineering careers.

Table 4

1983 EMPLOYED SCIENTISTS BY S4 AND BY RACE-11

Percent of Total
Occupation Female

-
Black Hispanic

Total, All Occupations 44 9 '5

Engineers 6 3 2
Aerospace' 7 2 2
Chemical 6 3 1

Civil 4 2 3
Electrical and Electronic 6 3 3
Industrial , 11 3 2
Mechanical 3 3 1

Computer Systems Analysts and Scientists 28 6 3

Operations and Systems Researchers
and Analysts 31 5 2

Natural Scientists 21 3 2

Biological and Life Scientists 41 2 2

Chemists 23 4 1

Geologists 18 1 3

a/
U.S. Department of labor. Employment and Earrings, March 1904.
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6. Minority Women in Science--The Double Bind

a. Background Statistics

Minority women represent a very small part of the total scien-
b

Itific manpowe pool. While minority women comprised approximately 12 percent

of the United S tes population in 1979, they were only 1 percent of the

doctoral scientists and engineers. By contrast, white males were 40 percent

of the population and 77 percent of the doctoral scientists and engineers.

. The statistics on minority women in science are meager. Mihority women

usually are aggregated in the statistics with "women," or with "minorities"

and sometimes with both, providing a double count. 'The data that do exist on

minority women a* incomplete-at best, and often misleading.

Nonetheless, a few facts seem evident:5 1

Firat, minority worn, like majority women, are substantially underrepre-

sented in science and engineering in proportion to their representation in the

population, except for Asian Americans.

Second, the unemplbyment rate for Asian American women scientists and

engineers at the doctoral level is appallingly high, and appears to belie the

common complaint that "qualified women are not available" for science and

engineering positions. This is true, as well, for majority women.

Third, more complete, more accurate and more timely data are needed as a

base for developing programs to encourage minority girls to consider careers

in science and engineering;io provide support as needed during their training

and education, and to produce, ultimately, a critical mass of minority women

scientists and engineers that is sufficiently large to provide individual role

models for younger women and to demonstrate to the employers of scientists and

engineers their valuable contribution to the technological enterpriser

Minority men have advanced faster in dm...sciences and engineering than

have all women in reaching toward salary parity, equal job opportunities and

equal advancement. There are too few data to show whether minority women are

generally worse off in these areas than majority women, but there is nothing

to indicate that they are better off; or as well off as minority men.

Excerpted from an article by Vetter, Betty M. "Minority Women in Science
and Engineering" presented at the AAAS Conference of Minority Women Scientists,
December 1975.
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b. The Double Bind

To study the problems of underrepresentation of minority women

in science, the Office of Opportunities in Science of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science held a conference of minority women ientists

in December 1975. Some of the findings of the conference are presen ed below.6

Minority women represent a disturbingly small part of the total scien-

tific manpower pool, but are a significant component whose needs seem not to

have been addressed by existing programs for minorities or women. They have

traditionally been excluded because of biases relate to both their race o51

ethnicity and gender, constituting a double bind. Programs for minorities and 1

women have generally been assumed to include minority women, but in fact

minority women fall in the cracks between the two. The programs designed to

increase the number of women in science have been largely devoted to assisting

majority women. The programs developed for minorities in science have mostly

been dominated by male scientists. 'Similarly, the women's science organiza-
.

Lions are overwhelmingly white, ind the minority science organizations, over

whelmingly male.

The traditional male domination of science fields has made the attain-
:

ment of and participation in science care for women difficult at best. The

prite of a profe,onal science career is then ore significantly higher for a

woman. The demands on women to assume family-related responsibilities are not

thought' to be. compati e with study for or work in these traditionally male

professions. The mode of academic preparation and work-style have been devel-

oped around traditional majority male lifestyles which differ substantially

from the varied life patterns of women. Role stereotyping and sex discrimina-

tion add to the personal costs of women who seek to fulfill career goals as

scientists, engineers or biomedical professionals.

6 Excerpted from Malcom, Shirley M., Paul Quick Hall, and Janet Welsh
Brown, The Double Bind: The Price of Being a Minority Woman in Science, AAAS
Office of Opportunities in Science, 1976. The conference participants included
Blacks, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and Native American scientists. Asian
American scientists, both male and female, are not underrepresented in the
sciences and were therefore not included in the conference.
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The toll of foregone social and personal activity, highly valued in

traditionally defined cultural roles, was for many severe. The scarcity of

companions of their own racial or-ethnic group and gender, progressively

greater as the degree 41,f \' specialization in science increased, was a source of

isolation and loneliness. Majority Males and, to a lesser degree, females are

not required to bear this burden. The feeling of differentness, which for

most of the conferees began to devel as early as their interest in science,

was reinforced continually by the re urrent experience of being the only

member of their own, or any, minority oup, and/or the only woman in so many

situations.

The conferees_ have managed to overtkome or avoid the prejudice which

pervades a system that refuses even to acknowledge that many nontraditional

career options are available to women and mino ities. The aborted careers of

many of their less fortunate peers testify to t e destrdctiveness of the race

and gender-based bias, so deeply rooted in our counseling systems. For instance,

one engineer who attended a predominately white high school recalled being

advised to apply only to minority colleges that had no engineering programs,

without regard to her particular career interest and with no consider ion of

other alternatives.

There was pressure from school, family and community sources, eventually

internalized to some degree, to conform to expected roles, behavior and interests

in science, and the special demands of science courses often set these women

apart from their peers, male and female, of all racial or ethnic groups. The

lack of role models, of minority women scientists, within the communities, in

books or electronic media, cintributed to the communication gap between the

science world and the minority communities. Some of the values of the minority

cultures were perceived as being in conflict with the priorities of preparing

for a science ceeert.

The minority woman scientist is caught in the Middle of a difficult

situation. She is Aten being' pulled from both sides by women's groups and

minority organizations. Minority mal s and jority females must come to

realize that a demand for the minorit woman o make a, choice places her in an

untenable position since she can den, neith the fact of her race or ethnic
1

identity nor her gender. Nor can she avoi .rohlems associated with both.
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MATH iri LEIGH SCHOOL
need for college

Recommendations.prepared by the Mathemati-
cal Association of America with the coopera-
tion of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics..

1

YOUR FUTURE

Have you thought much about it?
Are you interested in a 'particular field?
Do you realirx that you will need math?

When you are planning what courses to take in
high school. be sure to think about these queer
tions. Think about your math courses.

You certainly know that to become an engineer
or a scientist you will have to take all the high
school math you can Did you know that
mathematics is important in other fields. too, in-
cluding many fields that have been considered
-non-mathematical" up to now' Colleges ha:
increased their entrance requirements in mathe-
matics for programs that lead into those fields
Keep5this in mind,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Here are Some fields that need

MORE THAN TWO YEARS

of high school mathematics.

AgriCulture Food Science
Architecture Geography
Biology Nursing
Business Physical Education
Dental hygiene Pre-rnedicine
Economics Pre-pltarmacy
Elementarly Education Psychology)

The whole list is even longer.

What if you don't know right now what your
career will be? Be sure you take enough high
school math to keep your options open.

It is particularly important if you are a woman:to
keep your options open by taking enough math
courses. ,Women are now:entering many careers
which were formerly closed to them. Years frown,
now you may be glad you took those extra math \
courses.

WHY?

What happens when you don't take enough high
school math? Your whole college program may
I* delayed while you take remedial courses (and
pay tuition for them besides') Your graduation
may be postponed for a whole .ear or eten
longer.



HOW MUCH?

Here are some careers that require more than one
year of high school math. Universities differ in
specific requirements, of course. However. if you
take the amount of math listed here for the career
of your choice you will probably be adequately
prepared in mathematics to begin 'a college
program in that field

Mark those programs which interest you.

For a program in take this many years 1

of high school math

Agriculture:

Agricultural economics
Entomology
En%ironmental sciences

_Food sciences
_Forestry 3

__Genetics 3

_Landscape architecture
Plant pathology. 3

_Rural sociology 3

_Wildlife ecology
_Other areas of agriculture

Architecture 3

3

_Art
Business:

_Accounting
Economics
Management

_Communications

_ Education:

_Ekmentary
_Child Development and

Preschool

Engineering

History

., Language and Literature

_ Law

1

3

4
4

2

4
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For a program in take this many years
of high school math

_Life sciences:

_Bacteriojogy
_Biochenastry
_Biology..

_Linguistics

_Mathematical sciences.

_ Mathematics
_Statistics .

_Actuarial sciences
_Computer science

_Vedicine:

_ Allied medicine
Dental hygiene

_Dentistry
_ Medical technology

Nursing
_Optometry

Physical therapy
Pre-midicine
Public.

Music

Pharmacy

Philosophy

Physical sciences:

_ Astronomy
_Chemistry
_Geology_ Physics

_Social sciences

_Anthropology:
_ Asian studies

Black studies
_ Geography
_Political science
_Psycholop

Social welfare
_SoVlogy
Theater

7

4
4
4

3

4

4
4

3

4
4
3

4

3

3

4

2

4
4

4
4

3

3

4

1



4

WHAT?

On the preceding pages we have suggested a cer-
tain number of years of highschool mathemat-
ics for each career. Naturally, most important is
what mathematics you study. Here is what we
mean by 2, 3. and 4 years of high school math.

r YEARS of Wh school mathematics means:

I year of ALGEBRA to include, in addition to
the basic topics:

linear equations integer exponents
systems of equations special products and

factoring

1 year of GEOMETRY to include:

basic pronies of tteometric figures in two and
three dimensions. applications of formulas for
perimeters, areas, volumes. and surface areas

3 YEARS of high school mathethatics

a 1st year of ALGEBRA as above
I year of GEOMETRY as abose

plus

a 2nd year of ALGEBRA to include. in addi-
tion to the basic topics-

quadratic equations logarithms
(including the exponential and toga-
method of corn- nthmic equations
piecing the squares)arithmetic and geo-

polynomial functions metric sequences
rational expressions the binomial theorem
graphs of functions infinite geometric
fractional exponents
radicals

series
linear and quadratic

inequalities

4 YEARS of high school mathematics means:

a 1st year of ALGEBRA as above
I year of GEOMETRY as above .

a 2nd year of ALGEBRA as abose

plus.

1 year of PRECALCULUS MATHE-
MATICS including the study of elementary
functions and the equivalent of one semester of
trigonometry. Topics in trigonometn should in-
clude:

trigonometric func-
tions and their
graphs

degree and radian
measures

trigonometric iden-
tities and equations

inverse trigono-
metric functions and
their graphs

If you can take additional math courses.

o'-1. -

the following offer valuable preparation for
many college programs:

PROBABILITY and STATISTICS
'COMM.:TER PROGRAMNIING

A FINAL WORD

Here's a suggestion: Plan to take math in sour
senior yeaf. Then it will kg fresh in sour mind
when you are getting started in college.

Tlw information in this pamphlet is to help you
plan. Today more fields are using more math
than ever before. Your career will extend oser
many years.
THE TIME TO PREPARE FOR IT IS NOW!
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not out to convince anyone that
calculus, or even algebra and geometry. are
necessities in the hotel business. But 1 will
argue long and loud that they are not useless
ornaments pinned onto an average man's
education. For me. at any rate, the ability to

formulate quickly. to resolve any problem
into its simplest, clearest form, has been ex-
ceedingly useful. It is true that. you do not
use algebraic formulae but in those three
small brick buildings at Socorro I found
higher mathematics the best possible exer-
cise for developing the mental muscles
necessary to this procesi.

In later years, I was to be faced with large
financial problems, enormous business deals
with as many ramifications as an octopus
has arms, where bankers, lawyers, con-
sultants, all threw in their particular bit of
information. It is always necessary to listen
carefully to the powwow. but in the end
someone has to put them all together. see the
actual problem for what it is, and make a
decisioncotne up with an ansiier.

A thorough training in the mental dis-
ciplines of mathematics precludes any
tendency to be fuzzy. to be miskd by red
herrings, and I can only believe that my two
years at the School of Mines helped me to
see quickly what the actual problem was
and where the problem is, the answer is. Any
time you have two times two and knots. it.
you are bound to have four.

From the book. BE MY GUEST
by Conrad Hilton.

1957 .by Prentice-Hall. Inc.
Published by Prentice-Hall. Inc
Englewood Cliffs. New Jerse!.

Permission is granted for local reproduction of
this leaflet.

Additional copies in limited quantit mss fx
requested from the Mathematical Association of
America. 1529 18th Street. N.W.. Washington.
D C. 20036

1-ebruar). 197N
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D. Definitions of Selected Science and EngineerinA Fields*

1. Life Sciences

AGRONOMY

This branch of the life sciences is concerned with the mass develop-
ment of plants. Agronomists seek to improve the quality and yield
of crops by developing new growth methods and by controlling disease,
pests, and weeds. They alio analyze soils to determigp ways to
increase acreage yields and decrease oil erosion.

ANATOMY
A

Anatomists study the structure
the formation of tissues and
anatomy. Research methods may
electron microscope.

BIOCHEMISTRY

of organisms,. from cell structurito
organs. Many specialize in human
entail dissections with the aid of an

li

Biochemists study the chemical composition and behA for of living
things. Their work is vital to the understanding f the basic
functions of living things, often leading to the di c9Very of the
effects of substances such as food, hormones, and drqs on various
organisms.

BOTANY

Life scientists dealing with plants are called botanisti. Some
study all aspects of plant life, while others work in specific areas
such as identifying and classifying. plants or studying the structure
of plants andlolant cells. Some botanists concentrate on the causes
and cures of plant diseases.

ECOLOGY (

Ecologists study the relationships among organisms and their environ-
ments. They are interested in the efOcts on organisms of environmen-
tal influences such as rainfall, temperature, and pollution.

EMBRYOLOGY

4

Embryologigts study the development of organisms from a fertiliz4
egg through the hatching process or gestation period. They investi-
gate the causes of healthy and abnormal development in organisms.

* Adapted from the Occupations). Outlook Handbook, 198.2-413.
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1. Life Sciences (continued)

HORTICULTURE

Horticulturists work with orchards and garden plants such as frmit
and nut trees, vegetables; and flowers. They seek to improve plant,
culture methods for the beautification of communities, homei, parks,
and other areas as well as fffrii-creasing trop quality and yield.

MICROBIOLOGY

Microbiologists investigate the growth and characteristics of micro-
scopic organisms such as bacteria, viruses, and molds. Medical
microbiologists are concerned with problems such as the relationship
between bacteria and disease or the effect of antibiotics on bacteria.

PATHOLOGY
.1r

Pathologists specialize in the effects of diseases, parasites, and
insects on human cells, tissues, and organs. Others may investigage
genetic variations caused by drugs.

PHARMACOLOGY

Pharmacologists conduct tests on animals such as rats, guinea pigs,
and monkeys to determine the effects of drugs and other substances.

ZOOLOGY

Zoologists concentrate on animal life--its origin, behavior, and
life processes. Some conduct exprrimental studies with live animals
and others examine dissected animals id laboratories. Zoologists
are usually identified by the animal group studied, such as ornitholo-i
gists (birds), entomolarksts (insects), and mamsalogists (mammals).
Animal husbandry specialists research the breeding, feeding, and
diseases of domestic farm animals.

2. Physical and Earth Sciences

ASTRONOMY

Astronomers seek answers to questionti about the fundamental nature
of the universe such as its origin and history and the evolution of
our solar system. They use the principles of physics and mathematics
to study the behavior of matter and energy in distant galaxies.

CHEMISTRY

Analytical chemists determine the Wucture, .composition, and nature
of substances, and develop new techniques. One example of this type
of work was the analysis of moon rocks by an international team or
chemists.

80
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2. Physical and Earth Sciences (continued)

Inorganic chemists study compounds other than those which contain
carbon. They may, for example, develop materials to use in solid
state electronic components.

Organic chemists at one time studied the chemistry of living things,
but this area has been broadened to include all carbon compounds.
When combine with other elements, carbon forms an enormous number
of different substances. Many modern commercial products such as
plastics and other synthetics have resulted from the work of,organic
chemists.

4
GEOLOGY

Geologists study the structure, composition, and history of the
earth's crust. They identify rocks and minerals; search for oil,
natural gas, and solid fuels; give warnings of natural disasters
such as earthquakes; and advise companies about the suitability of
building sites.

METEOROLOGY

Meteorology is the study of the atmosphere. Meteorologists who
specialize in forecasting weather study current weather information,
such as air pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind velocity, in
Order to make short- and long-range predictions.

OCEANOGRAPHY

Oceanographers apply principles and techniques of natural-science,
mathematics, and engineering to study oceans. Their research not
only extends basic scientific knowledge, but also helps develop
practical methods for forecasting weather, developing fisheries,
mining ocean resources, and improving national defense.

pro

PHYSICS

Physicists develop theories that describe the fundamental forces and
laws of nature, including such phenomena as gravity, electromagnetism
and nuclear interaction. In recent years physicists have contributed
to scientific progress in such areas is nuclear energy, electronics,
communications, aerospace, and medical instftmentation.

3. Mathematics and Related Sciences

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer scientists design systems for processing information. They
also write instructions and translate them into machine-readable
language. Systems analysts plan efficient methods of processing
data and handling the results. Computer programmers take the problem
descriptions prepared by the systems analysts and write detailed
instructions for processing the data using one of the languages
developed especially for computers.
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3. Mathematics and Related Sciences-(continued)

MATHEMATICS

Mathematicians develop new principles and new relationships between
existing principles of mathematics. Applied mathematicians use
mathematics to develop theories, techniques and approaches to solve
practical problems, e.g., launching earth satellites.

STATISTICS

Statisticians devise, carry out, and interpret the numerical results
of.surveys and experiments. Often statisticians are able to obtain
accurate information about a large group of people or things by
surveying a small sampletof the group. They also use statistical

110 techniques to predict population growth or economic conditions,
develop quality control tests for manufactured products, and provide
information for managers to use in making decisions.

4. Bhgineering

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Aerospace engineers deil develop, test, and help produce commercial
and military aircraft, m miles, :and spacecraft. They play an
important role in advancing the state of technology in commercial
aviation, defense systems, and space exploration.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Agricultural engineers design machinery and equipment, and develop
methods to improve efficiency in the production, processing, and
distribution of food and other agricultural products. They also are
concerned with conservation and management of energy, soil, and
water resources.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Biomedical engineers use engineering principles to solve medical and
health-related'problems. Many do research, along with life scientists,
chemists, and members of the medical profession, on the engineering
aspects of the biological systems of man and animals. Some design
and develop medical instruments and devices including artificial
hearts and kidneys, lasers for surgery, and pacemakers that regulate
the heartbeat. Other biomedical engineers adapt computers to medical
science inddesign and build systems to modernize laboratory, hospital,
and clinical procedures.

4'
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4. Engineering' (contit

CERAMIC ENGINEERING'

deramic engineers develop new ceramic materials and meth s for
making ceramic materials into useful products. Although some the
word ceramics means pottery, ceramics actually include all non-metallic,
inorganic materials whieh require the use of high temperature in
their processing. Thus, ceramic engineers may work on diverse
products such as glassware, heat-resistant materials for,furnaces,
electronic components, and nuclear reactors.

CHEMICAL _ENGINEERING

Chemical engineers are involved in many phases of the production of
chemicals and chemical products. They design equipment and chemical
plants as well as determine methods of manufacturing the product.
Often, Visor design and operate pilot plants to teat their work and
develop Ctkmical processes such as those to remove chemical contaminants
from waste materials.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Civil engineers, whowork in the oldest branch of the engineering'
profession, design and supervise the construction of roads, harbors,'
airports, tunnels, bridges, water supply and sewage systems, "and.
buildings. Major specialities withii civil engineering are structural,
hydraulic, environmental (sanitary), transportation (including
highways and railways), urban planning, and soil mechnics.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Electrical engineers design, develop, test, and supervise the manufac-
ture of electrical and electronic equipment. Electrical engineers
also design and operate facilities for generating and distributing
electric power. Electrical' engineers generally specialize in a
major area--such as integrated circuits, computers, or communications- -
or in a subdivision of these areasmicrowave communication, for
example. Electrical engineers design new products, specify their
.uses, and write petfotiadee reqdireients and maintenance sCheduies.
They also test equipment, solve operating problems, and estimate the
time and cost of engineering_projects.

a
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4. Engineering (continued)

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Industrial engineers determine the most effective ways for an organiza-.
tion to use the basic factors of production--people, machines, and
materials. They are more concerned with people and methods of
business organization than are engineers in other specialties. To
solve orginizational, production, and related problems. most efficiently,
industrial engineers design data processing systems and apply mathema-
tical-concepts. They also develop management control systems to aid
in financial planning and cost analysis, design production planning
and control systems to coordinate activities and control product
quality, and design or improve systems for the physical distribution
of goods and services. Industrial engineers also conduct plant
location surveys, develop wage and salary administration systems,
and construct job evaluation programs.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mechanical engineershire concerned with the. production, transmission
and use of power. They design and develop machines such as internal
combustion engines, steam and gas turbines, and jet and rocket
engines. They also design and develop many machines that use power

`Mich as refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment, elevators,
machine tools, printing presses, and steel-rolling mills.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

Metallurgical engineers develop methods to process and convert
metals into useful products. For example, metallurgical engineers
are working on procedures to recycle metals from scrap automobiles.

MINING ENGINEERING

Mining engineers find, extract, and prepare minerals for commercial
use. They design the layouts of open pit and underground mines,
supervise the construction of mine shafts and tunnels in underground
operationi, and devise methods for transporting minerals to processing
plants. Many mining engineers work on finding ways to.restore the
earth's surface when the mining is completed.

me/

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Petroleum engineers are mainly
for and producing oil and gas.

profitable recovery of oil and
determining and developing the
methods.

involved in exploring d drilling'
They work to achieve the maximum
gas from a petroleum reservoir by
best and most efficient production
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ARRANGING VISITS WITH, SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Arranging to Have Scientists Visit the Class

1. It would be extremely valuable to have at least 1 aad preferably,
several scientists visit your class. It is important for students
to have an opportunity to meet and interact with scientists, including
women and minority scientists, so they will recognize" the inaccuracy
of the traditional stereotyped image of scientists. Among the-ways
you can get names of scientists who might be interested in serving
as role modelmare to contact local industries, ask students or
parents for suggestions, or consult the Women Scientists Roster.1
You mighty also consider contacting the engineering or science depart-
ments of a local college or university to get names of current
students or former students now employed locally who might be interested
in visiting your class.

I)

2 Contact potential visitors either by telephone or note, explairAng
that your class is learning about science career opportunitiellind
that you would like them to be able to meet some practicing scientists.
Explain that you would like the scientists to describe their current
job activities and responsibilities, hopefully demonstrating some
job-related activity. They might also talk about how and when they
'decided on a science career, their education, other jobs they have
had, how they combine their careers with other pursuits, and their
future career plans--as well as allowing the students to ask questions.

3. Once the scientist agrees to visit the classy send a note confirming
the arrangements and describing your class. Include a copy of the
"Guidelines for Scientists" and the "Sample Interview Questions" to
help the scientist prepare for the visit. A sample note (Sample
Letter A) and a copy of the guidelines are attached.

The "Guidelines foriScientists" provide important information
for them to use'in preparing their presentations. In addition, as
you talk to the scientists keep in mind the following considerations:

a. Demonstrations

The simplest, demonstrations are often the most effective.
Demonstrations should be of interest to students, visible
to all students in the'r000m, and at a level they can
understand. Be sure the scientists resist the temptation
to use the occasion to teach the students science or
mathematics in lin obvious fashion; attempts to do this in
earlier programs had disastrous results.

The national Women Scientists Roster contai)s name, address, science
field, type of employment and race/ethnic background information for approximately
1300 women scientists who have'expressed interest in serving as role models.
It is available for $5.00 from the National Science Teachers Association, 1742
Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20009.
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b. Discussion of Life-Style

It is important that students realize Oat science
careers are compatible with many different life styles.
You might tell the scientist that it would be preferable
if she/he did not advocate any one life style (e.g., women
not-working while their children are very young, have a
full-time housekeeper, or having both the husband and We
employed part-time). Indicate that in previous prograff
some scientists kept balance by presenting examples of hop
a number of colleagues handled similar situations difffgenttly.

It is especially important that women scienti 1'n dt

foster the image of "superwomen."., Students will ,find it i
hard to identify with a woman who, is an award-wiiiritiig.

scientist who at the'same time sews all of the cpithes fier
family wears, and cooks candlelit dinners for 20 people on
a weekly basis. They might easily become discouraged from
pursuing a science career because such feats are clearly
beyond them.

Be sure to tell the scientist tiow much time there is for his/her
presentation and how yousprefer to have that time structured, e.g.,
first a demonstratiqp, then an oral presentation, then qfiestions and
answersr

4. Call the scientist at least 2 days prior to the visit to answer any

.\questions
he/she might haire, to discuss plans for the preabhtation,

and to make sure that you agree about arrangements, including who
will be responsible for providing particular materialt and equipment
(e.g., a slide projector).

5. Prepare the studnts for the visit by telling them who will be
'visiting them and discussing the types of questions they might ask
this` person. You may wish-to use the "Sample Interview Questions"
and/or ask the students to generate questions they would like to
have answered.

6. Send a thank-you letter to the scientist as soon as possible after
the visit. Mention the parts of the presentation which were most
beneficial and include student comments as appropriate.

B. Arranging a Visit to a Local Industry

1. Locating Industries to be Visited

Find out the names of companies in your area which employ scientists,
ftrhaps by contacting community organizations such as the Chamber of
Cammerce, or examining the classified advertisement sections of the local
newspapers, or asking students or parents for suggestions.
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2. Initial Contacts With the Industry

If you do not know anyone who works for that company begin by contact-
ing the Information Office about the possibility of arrangi a visit.

iu

If you write a note it may be routed around to several diff ent offices
but it should eventually reach the appropriate person. If y call
(either initially or if you get no response to your note), be prepared to
be referred to a number of different people before you find a arson who
can let you know if a visit is feasible and work with you in arranging
the visit. If the switchboard indicates there is no Information Office
you might ask for the Office of Personnel, or Public Affairs, or Education,
or Equal Employment Opportunity. If none of these work you might ask to
speak to the secretary of the president for referrals.

Keep records of the contacts you have made and their results so that you
and other teachers will be able to more easily arrange visits in the future.

3. Arranging the Visit

Be sure that yoh and your industry contact person discuss the plans
for the visit and are in complete agreement about the details:

11e.

a. Date and time of visit
b. Purposes of the visit
c. SubjmFt, and, grade level of the group
d. Size of grail)
e. Length of tour
f. Activities to be conducted

You may wish to visit the industry prior to the class visit to see the
site, meet the contact person, and confirm details of the visit. Such a visit
can help ensure that the students' visit runs smoothly. 'Whether or not you
visit the company ahead of time, send a letter to the contact person to con-
firm details of-tke visit. (See attached Sample Letter B.)

4. Preparations for the Visit

Arrange necessary transportation and obtain parental and school
permission for the trip. Prepare the students for the visit by discussing
what the company does and what the students will see and having them read
any brochures provided by the company. Have the studints prepare.qutptions
they would like to ask the scientists and engineers. (These May need to
be approved by the company; it would be a good idea to send the questions
to the contact person ahead of time and find out if students may ask
questions (hiring the tour or, alternatively, during a question and answer
period immediately after the tour.)

S. Follow-up to the Visit

Sind. a think you lettek ta.the contact person with a copy to the
.

company prep.ideti . Mention:the-parts, of. the visit whIch were most bene-
eicfaf and- incl e your own and Students' suggestions for improving

. future visi You might also file a copy of the letter with the science
depaftment airperson and /or the career counselor to assist teachers in "L.
arranging uture visits.
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SAMPLE LETTER A

Confirmation Letter

to Prospective Visiting Scientist

Kipling Elementary School
Bedford Drive

Denver, CO 97370

Ms. Sandra Gray
Chemicals Unlimited
60 Garden Stream
Madison, WI 53706

Dear Mi. Gray:

o tl
Thank you for agreeing to visit our'class on Tuesday,' October Orom 2:00

p.i to2:50 p.m. I will plan to meet you in the principal's office at 1:50
p.m.

1:16 v.11\

As I mentioned, this is a fifth glide class with 26 students. We have
already studied about careers in the biologicalesciences and are now beginning
our study of carers in ths. physical 'sciences; we will then move on to mathematics
and computer(sclences and engineering. You will be our second visitor in the
series;, the 'Previous visitor,a biologist for a drug company, demonstrated the
way she studies the effect of drugs on rats. The students were also very
interested in heating about the barriers she had encountered as akblack woman
entering a field which had tradition-ally geen'dominated by white males.

I am enclosing a copy of the "Guidelines for Scientists" which shOuld°
help you in Preparing for your-visit. I will call you a few days-before'
your vAsit so we can discuss plans for your presentations. Feel tree to call
me either aeschool (555 -1234) or at/home (555-9876) if you would likes to
discuss your visit with me prior to that tpe.

I appreciate y illingness to serve as a role model for my students
and am lookinglfovOrd, o. your visit.

.1

Sincerely,

c-

Thomas Anderson

9I
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Ms. Jane Powell
ABC Corporation
1214 Braxton.Houlevard
Cleveland, OH 44118

Dear Ms. Powell:

I

SAMPLE 119ER B

Confirmation Letter to

Industry Contact Person

Belvoir Middle Schodl
335 North Chelsea Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44117

p

It was a pleasure to talk with you yesterday to make arrangements for'our
visit to the ABC Corporation od Wednesday, November 10, 1980. As I mentioned,
there will be 12 sixth grade students (and 2 adults) on the visit; we hope. the %

visit will show them that the sciepce and mathematics they are learning in
school are relevant to careers they may wish to pursue.

I would appreciate it if you would send me brochures or o r material
'about the ABC Corporation that students can'rsad in preparation for ocar visit.

.

I can be reached at school (555-1234) or at home (555-9876) if.you need
to contact lie for any reason.

to

4.

Thank you very much for your help. We are looking forward to our visit.

a

Sincerely,

'Cathy Young -'
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Sample Interview questions

1. Whom,y°44ere young, what careers did you think you might goose?

2. How did you get where you are now?

Did anyone encourage you to pursue this career?
Discourage you?
What educational background prepared you for t4s job?
Have you experienced any obstacles in pursuirWyouoryareer?

44.

3. \What do you do in your job? . .

.-%

.

How mulch of your work is done alone ?, with other people? withrtechniva'
rt. equipment? ...,

Does your.job involve.communicaiions skills? math skills?
Do you supervise others? ,

Can you describe a typical dayl

4. What is the most satisfying part of your job? the most frustrating?t

5. How dOes your job fit with your other interests?-

What are your hobbies and leisure time activities?
Are you married?
Do you. have children?

6. What career plans do you have for the future?

7: What, kind of person would enjoy doing your.job?

What kind of person would not like to do your work?

9. What advice mould you give to others interested in pursuing a science or
engineering career?

I
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GUIDELINES FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

PREPARING TO VISIT CLASSES'

A major purpose of having students meet scientists is to show them that
scientists are real people, the vast majority of whom do not fit the stereotyped
image of the bespectacled, white coated "mad scientist." By showing students
a diversity of scientists, including women, minority and handicapped scientists,
we hope to illustrate that science careers are appropriate pursuits for all
groups of people. The individual's interests and abiAtie, no pex or race,
should determine his or,her'careev choi.e. In addition to having scigottsts.

' visit their class, students vre'learning about the diversity of scientists and 'N
science careers through the use of a filmstrip presentation and bsters of "typical"
scientists.

In preparing your presentation, considerthe following suggestions.

1. Be prepared to talk to the students about various aspects of
. your career and your life. If possible include a demonstration
or materials to al rate some job-related activity.

Previous programs have found that scientists who use
such "show and tell" devices generally have an easier time
motivating the students. Among the demonstrations whiCh
have been used effectively: An engineer assembled a
miniature water treatment system and showed how it removed
minerals from hard water. Another used a portable air
monitoring device to determine levels of various chemicals
in the school. A chemist brought photographic plates and
developed them. A mathematician showed how the "Golden
Rectangle" has been used in great works of art bver the
centuries. An environmentalTicientist brought a set of
lines drawings which illustrated bow diseases are spread
and Opcussed how her work in sanitation control helped
prevent this spread. A computer scientist brought along
both a slide rule and a mini-computer; although she could
not hook up' the computer, it served as an effective prop
'for her discussion about emerging careers.

A number of visiting scientists have used slides to
.demonstrate aspects of their jobs, while others have shown
slides of people with whom they work. This latter approach
was particularly effective since it gave the scientists an
opportunity to show examples of a number of different jobs
which require different skills and varying levels of educa-
tion. They were also able to show scientists (colleagues)
with differi.ng personal situations, and women scientists
working with (and sometimes supervising) men as well as
other women.

These guidelines are adapted from those used in the Visiting Women Scientists
Program which was conducted by.the Research Triangle Institute under contract
to the National Science-Foundation. In that program, 90 women scientists used
the guidelines in preparing for visits to 250 schools across the United States.
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2. fn additiOn tSa describing your current"job activities and responsi-
1 hies c sh zld plan to discuss other aspects of your career

ese might include:

p

1. yoitir career development- -when you decided upon a
fltience career, who influenced you, who tried to
dissuade you, your education, jobs you've held,
problems you'ye encountered and hoW you've solved
0101:

`Mbw you've combined your career with other pursuits
(e.g., family, social, community, leisure). If
you're married, how does your spouse feel about your
career? How do you and your spouse divide up house-
keeping responsibilities? Have you had to decide what
'to.do if one of you is offered a position in another
Area of the country? If you have children, how are
family responsibilities handled?

3. 0 typical day. In preparation for their visits some
scientists kept a brief diary of their activities
both on and off the job ,for an entire day .and then
discussedit with the students. This proved to be a
very effective device for showing the students that
scientists are "real people."

3. Your remarks should be presented conversationally, should generaly-
include some. anecdotal information, and should include some humor
with which the students can relate.

4. Be sure you know how much time is available to you and hoW you might
best break up the time between demonstration, presentation, questions
and answers, etc.

z
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SELECTED RESOURCES FOR LEARNING MORE ABOUT
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CAREERS

A. Exploring Careers

Exploring Careers, published by the U.S. Department of Labor, is a recent
career education resource aimed at young people. It attempts to build career
awareness by means of descriptions of occupations, questions, st%dent activities,
and career games.

The introductory section; entitled "The World of Work and You," includes
a discussionof the diffetent reasons people work; an activity tolelp individual
students define and express the relative importance to them of various possible ,

job satisfactions (e.g., working with others, doing creative work, helping
others, earning large amounts of4ioney); and a delicription of the training
needed for various types of jobs.

The introduction is followed by a series of 14 chapters, each treating
careers within an occupational cluster. Each chapter has descriptions of a
number of careers within that cluster including pictures illustrating various
aspects of these careers. Detailed profiles of particular individuals provide
a more in-depth picture of what it s like on the job in selected careers.
Suggested activities are provided or further exploration, as well as a number
of games which can be used to p students learn about various careers.

B. The Occupational Outlook Handbook

This "encyclopedia of careers," also published by the U.S. Department of
La r, is available- in most school and public libraries. While more advanced
tha Exploring Careers, it can be used successfully by junior high school
students.w 1

The handbook includes information about850 jobs and more-than 30 major
industries. In the table of contents, most science, mathematics, and
veering occupations are listed under "Science kid Technical Occupations";
cempueer-related occupations arlincluded with office occupations. The following
examplei are a small sample of the information that can be obtained in the
Occupational Outlook Handbook. The.definitions of science and engineering
fields included in Section 5 of this book were also drawn from the handbook:

Nature of the Work

0 Civil engineers design and supervise the conseruction of roads,
bridgesi, airports, and buildings.

0 Computer systems analysts plan efficient methods 'of processing data.
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Places of Employment

0

0

Most astronomers, mathematicians, and life scientists work in colleges
and universities while most statisticians and economists work-in
private industry or research organizations.

Nearly one-fifth of all oceanographers work in the Washington, DC
metropolitan area.

Training, Qualifications and Advancements

o -libachefbr's degree in engineering is the usual requirement for a
beginning engineering job.

A doctoral degree is almost always required for a job as an astronomer
or a psychologist.

Job Prospects -Through the Mid-1980's

O Enginerrs will be partiNiatly'needed in energy-related activities'
,such, adesigning energy-saving system§ for automobiles and jpomel.

.0 The outlook for graduates.Of computer-related curriculums should be
hvellent. .

o The number of persons, Who will graduate with advanced degrees in
sociology is likelysto exceed available jab'openings.

Salary and Working Conditions

*0 Biologists with a bachelor's degree and no experience had an average
starting salary of $15,200 in private'industry in 1981, while the
average starting salary for engineering graduates in private industry
Was $22,400 a year.

° Many engineers work indoors tin offices' and fesearch. laloratories,
but others spend a tot of tittle in factories, mines, construction
sites, or other outdoor Locations.

tvl

Sources of Additional Information

O Lists of schools offering education in forestry are available from
the Society of #merican Forestors, 540Q Grosvenor Lane, Washington,
D.C. 20014.

O [reformation on career opportunities and earnings for chemist, is
available from the American Chemical Society, 1155 [6th Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036.



C. Professional Societies

The Occupational Outlook Handbook lists sources of additional information
as part of its description of each science and engineering:field. Typically
these are professional societies such as the National Society of Professional
Engineers or industry association's such as the Manufacturing Chemists Associa-
tions. There are also professional groups which focus on women or minorities
in particular fields; these may be subgroups within a professional society or

Bibliography
organizations such as the Society of Women Engineers. The Annotated

Bibliography included in this program provides ordering information for a
number of pamphlets prepared by professional societies. Teachers (and students
as well) can write and ask for these particular pamphlets or they can make a
more general request for information about science and engineering careers and
career opportunities.

D. Ind

Many companies prepare brochures for Use in recruiting scientists and
engineers; some also prepare pamphlets, posters, and films aimed specifically
at ,pre- college students. Both types of materials often include profiles of .

scientists and engineers eployed by that company and can be very useful
sources of information about science careers. Some of the industry materials
aimed at young people are described An the Annotated Bibliography. Again, fit
teachers or students can'also make more general requests for information about

)'science and engineering careers and career opportunities.

a
E. Media

Newspapers, magazi , an3 television programs often contain information
about scientists and sc nce careers. Some news magazines such as Tube and
Newsweek have a separate section devoted to science. Students' can be encouraged
to be on the lookout for articles and programs about science and engineering
careers, and may be asked to bring relevant newspaper and magazine clippings
for posting on the bulletin board or inclusion in a class scrapbook on science
careers.

F. School Personnel

Some junior high, middle schools, and elementary schools have guidance
counselorsoCareer counselors, or both available to assist student in thinking
about future careers and how to prepare for them. The school librarian may
also have helpful suggestions for sources of information about science careers

`available in the school or public library. One or more of these people can be
invited to talk to a class about the a#ailabiliei of resources for lea .ng

d
assis-

tance
science. careers; alternatively teacheis can describe the types
availahle from particular school staff members and encourage individual-

students, particularly female and minority students, to consult them,

'1,
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Exploring Careers

School and Work .
So far. you've heard a lot about the importance of

career exploration. You know that finding out about
yourself is the first step. You've diwOvered that different
kinds of jobs suit different people. The right kind of
career depends on the person you really are --or want to
be.

You've completed the work values exercise. -You may
have a clearer picture now of your reasons for working
arid a better idea of the things about a job that matter to
you

The table on personal and job characteristics may
have helped you narrow down the occupations to those
that appeal to you the most.

Now let's look at another way of exploring careers.
one that involves your school subjects. First. decide what
your favorite subject ts. Then list the subjects that come
easily for you. If you like a subject and do well in it. it's
worth investigating occupations that involve that subject.

We'll use mathematics as an example? (You may have
chosen English or science or industrial arts.) Some of the
jobs in which you'd use mathematics are written up in
thi, hook: Bricklayer. carpenter. plumber. machinist. air
traffic controller. medical technologist. biochemist. elec-
trical engineer, architect, computer programmer/systkns
analyst. computer service technician, bank officer. sehi-
rules sales worker. and tbrester. There are stories and
activities in Exploring Careers for each of these occupa-

lions. And these are)* a few of The occupations that
require either practical or thoretical ability in mathe-
matics. Your teacher or counselor can direct you to more.

Suppose you are uncomfortable and confysed in math
class and don't like the subject at all. Does that mean
you have to rule out a career in construction, or health.
or forestry? Not necessarily. But it does require some
more digging on your part. You need to be )lonest with
yourself. Is it the subject matter you dislike, or is some-
thing else influencing your feelings about math? Is it a

particular teacher, for example. or a particular textbook"
Or is it your own attitude?

It's up to you. with the aid of your teacher or counselor.
to determine just how much ability in mathematics you
have. It's important. too. to find out exactly how math is
used in the kinds of jobs that interest you. Machinists.
for example. need to be good at arithmetic to calculate
quickly and make precise measurements. Systems ana-
lysts use calculus and must be able to apply mathematical
theory to practical problems. Talking.to people about
their work and asking how they use math on the job
should help you determine whether you should seriously
consider work that involves the use of math. Or. whether.
instead. you should rule it out

You can also test some of your career ideas hr exploring
high school subject areas in greater depth. Say, you're
good at science and like to build things and work with
your hands. You're aware that engineering ind drafting
are possible career choices. Now is the time to test your
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-Excerpt I:

World of Work

interest in those and related fields. Use class assignments.
projects. and science fairs to learn about the kind of
work engineers and drafters actually do. If one branch
of engineering in particular appeals to you. try to figure
out why. Find out what engineering atid scientific tech-
nicians do. and how their work fits in with that of
engineers and scientists. In the Suggessed Activities sec-
tions in chapter 9. you'll find ideas for things you can
do. -in school and on your ownto learn more about
scientific and technical occupations. While you're at it,
investigate the activities in other chapters of the book.
With an interest in science. you'd probably find it worth-
while to learn more about the work of a computer
programmer/systems analyst (chapter ,3). an architect
(chapter 14). or a forester (chapter 15).

Perhaps you're deeply interested in consumer issues
but don't know quite where that might lead you. Try
taking a home economics course and use the opportunity
to find out about careers in consumer economics. food Mathematics
and nutrition, or clothing and textiles. Other cOurses that
give you a good chance to explore career interests are
art. music. business education, and distributive educa-
tion.

Table 3 lists subjects taught in many high schools.
Opposite each subject, we've listed one or more-chapters
of Exploring Careers. Use this list as a starting point.

Industrial arts

Language arts

Table 3. School Sublects and Exploring Careers Chapters

Subject

Business education

Distnbutive education

I )rivet education

Health

Home economics

'hapier

Agriculture. Forestry. and Fish-,
ery Occupations

Education Occupations
Performing Acts. Design. and

Communications Occupations

Agriculture. Forestry. and Fish-
ery Occupations

Education Occupatiotts
Office Occupations
Service Occupations

Sales Opcupations

Transportation Occupations

Health Occupations
Scientific and -Technical Occu-

pations

Agriculture. Forestry. and I ish
ery Occupations

Education Occupations
Service Occupations
Social Scrvice Occupations

Music

Physical education

Science

Social studies

10 '3

9.1

Agriculture. Forestry. and Fish-
ery Occupations

Construction Occupations
Industrial Production Occupa

lions
Mechanics and Repairers
Performing Arts. Design. and

Communications Occupations
Scientific and Technical. Occu-

pations
Service Occupations
Transportation Occupations

ation Occupations
Office Occupations
PerfOrming Arts. Design. and

Communications Occupations
Sales Occupations
Service Occupations
Social Scientists
Social Service Occupations

Agriculture. Forestry. and Fish-
_

ery Occupations
Construction Occupations
Health Occupations
Industrial Production Occupa-

tions
Office Occupationsions
Performing Arts. Design. and

Communications Occupations
Sales Occupations
Scientific and Tecitnical Occu-

pations
Social Scientists

Education Occupations
Performing Arts. Design. and

Communications Occupations

Construction Occupations
Education (kcupations
Health Occupations
Service Occupations

Agriculture. Forestry. and F ish-
try Occupations

Education Oct tipatfons
Health Occupations
Industrial Production Occupa-

tions
Office Octupatum
Scientific and Technical 06:o-

rations
Social Scierttists
F ransportation Oct. upations

I titscition Occupation%
Office Occupation.
Perfornone ,111% I tc.ign inti

Comaunication. Occupation%
Ser. we Oct upations
Social Scienti.t.
Social Seri,itc (hAupaluins



Excerpt 2:

Scientific and Technical Occupations

Engineers Put Science to WOrk t

Did you ever stop to think htiw many plastic items you
use every day? At school you use plastic pens and rulers.
You May sit at a desk with a plastic top. In the cafeteria
yo eat from plastic plates and trays. Perhaps the plates
an cups in your kitchen at home are plastic. too. You
to on plastic telephones. listen to plastic records, and

plastic sports equipment. Look around. and see if
you can count the number of plastic items in the room
you're in right now.

Plastic,. are just one result of the work of engineers.
Others include radio and television. automobiles and
airplanes. bridges and skyscrapers. ships and submarines.
anything electrical -.. the list goes on and on. Engineers
produced .all these things by applYing scientific knowl-
edge tct,Aueryday problems. In fact. most of the discov
cries of modern science would have remained laboratory
curiosities if not for engineers.

What Do Engineers Do?

Engineers begin with a "how to" problemhow to
build a bridge. how to increase the output of a factory.
or how to turn sunlight into electricity. Like scientists.
they do research to find' a solution. In designing a
supersonic airplane. for example, aeronautical engineers
test different airplane shapes in a wind tunnel to see how
they behave at high speeds. Such tests help them decide
on the best design before actually building the plane
Similarly, civil engineers make models of various bridges
to test each design for strength.

Through research, engineers find scientific answers to
the "how to" problem. But finding a solution that works
is only the beginning. Engineers also must figure out the
cost and difficulty of using that solqtion. Imagine you
are a civil engineer designing a subway tunnel for a large

I
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Scientific and Technical Occupations
1.

t "14. 1,7*
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Engineering careers are for people who like to solve
problems.

city. 'You have designed a tunnel that you think ould
work very well. But you' would nit have solved the ity's
problem if your tunnel would cost twice what the city
could afford. or if large buildings had to be moved to
build it. You have to make sure that your solution to the

" problem is economical and practical as will as tec'hnically
correct

Now Jo engineers solve problems? They use tools of
various kinds. the most important being analytical tools.
Analytical tools permit engineers to reshape their prob-
lems into manageable forms. and this helps in the search
for a solution Mathematical models are one such ana-
lytical tool The model that an engineer builds is nothing
more than a set of equations that describes the problem
mathematically By building a model. an engineer can
examine the effects of changes in different parts of the
final product

Engineers also employ equipment of all shapes and
sires for measuring calculating. and testing. Some de-
vices. such as wind tunnels_ serve a very specialized
purpose Others. such as calculators and oscilloscopes.
you would find in the laboratories of many kinds of

engineer.. Some tools remain in the lab: others are used
outside: "in the field."

The computer is very important. It can perform cal-
culations that are too long or involved to do by hand. It
can handle hundreds of equations at once, so Shat the
engineer can build larger, more complex mathematical
models. It can also be used to actually help design
whatever the engineer is trying to create.

Engineers rely on one other important tool: Creativity.
Unlike m creativity can't be'taught. But good engi-
neers ha e it nd use it to apply science in new. slightly
different wa s. Although engineers rely heavily on the
work of others (such as scientism. they constantly 'face
probleMs .requiring original solutio2s. Theyillaiscover.
explore. invent. ancl.devise. To do their job well, they
must be creative.

Careers in Enginepring

If you decide on a career in engineering, you can
choose from a wide variety of Gehls:I:hey are as diverse
as the needs of society. Some types of engineers specialize
in a particular. indutry. .4grn....inturA1 engineers. for ex-
ample. develop ways to prquce. polcess: and distribute
food more effiCiently. They might design new Karvesting
equipmint o a better canning process. Chemical engi-
neers create 'dashes. synthetic fabrics, and other new
materials through chemical processes. Mining engineers
locate minerals- in the ground. design mines, and make
sure they operate safety. Theyalso devise ways to trans-
port the minerals to processing Illants..Petroleuni engi-
neers perform .a similar role for oil and gas products_

Othet engineers specialize in a particular type of tech
nology. Mechanical engineers, one of the largest.groups:
design and develop machines that produce or use power.
Every day we rely on such machines cars and truck's.
refrigerators and TV sets, heaters. air conditioters. fac-
tory machines, and countless others. Mechanical engi-
neers help create and produce all these machines as well
as gasoline engines, steam turbines. jet engines, and
nuclear reactors. Some mechanical engineers specialize
bj, concentrating on a single type of machine (such as a
jet engine) while others specialize in a single industry
(such as the automobile industry).

Electrical engineers, another large group. design. and
develop electrical and electronic devices. Anything that
uses electricity is electrical Electronic machines such
as radios. TV's. telephones, and computers convert
elei:tricity into sound. radio waves, or some other Corm
of energy. Like mechanical engineers, electrical engi
neers work in many different industries and usually
specialize in a particular area.
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Exploring careers

Astronaut Guinn S. Stuford.Jr . has a doctoral
degree in aerOspace engineering.

The world of flight is: the world of aerospace engineers.
They deal with every aspect of aircraft and spacecraft
performance, from planning and design tb production.
testing. and actual. int. Biomedical engineers use their
engineering skilltto improve health-,care in many ways.
such as by designing artificial organs or by 'adapting
computers for use in 'hospitals. Ceramic engineers design

,
n develop products from ceramic materials, which are

nonmetallic substances processed at high temperatures.
such as glass or porcelain. Metallurgical engineers cover
the broad technology of metalsunderstanding their
properties, extracting them from the earth, refining them.
and converting them into finished. products.

Other engineers work in construction and a Wide
variety of industrial activities. engineers design large
facilities such as highways. railroads, bridges. airports.
and water and sewage systems. Industrial engineers are
"the manager's engineers." They look for ways to make
factories and other business operations run more
smoothly and efficiently.

We have mentioned only the major categories of en-
gineering We could not possibly describe each individ-
ual specialty. Not only are new ones created all the time.
but every engineer's craft is slightly different.,depending
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By studying collisions in the lab, engineers and
scientists can design safer automobiles

upon his or her particular training and job. %/ithin the
few engineering Occupations. mentioned there are

hundreds of specialties.
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SCIENCE CAREERS PROGR4M
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. Women and Minorities in the Laborjorce ti

1. Women's U.S. Departmept of Labor, iAshington, DC 2010.

20 Facts on Women Workers highlights important facts about
women in the or -force, e.g., their numbers, race/ethnic bitckiround,

. family charac ristics, salaries, and unemployment levels; suitable
for junior high students and above; published annually (free); other
pUblications on'women in the labor force also available.

2. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, DC
20212.

TVNIV"EitPloyment in Perspective" Aewsletters (one on minority'
workers, one on working women) .published quarterly (free).',Special.
Labor Force Reports on employment and unemployment, earnings, marital
and family characteristics of workers, etc. also available. .One
su report, Employment and Earnings, Mardi 1982, includes tables
a narrative concerning the Participation of women an4minorities
in various occupations. during 1981.

B. Sex and Race Role Sareotyping.

I. The Racism and Sexism Resource Center for Educators, 1841 Broadway,
New York, NY 10023.

This organization, formerly called the Council on Interracial
Books for Children, has produced a number of excellent books, film-
strips, and lesson plias for classroom use. For example,'Racism in
the English_Language, 1976 (Robert B. Moore), inclydes an%ssay des-
cribing the problem, and leason plans for 5 related studetit activities.
The inexpensive ($5.00 for 100) pamphlet""10 Quick Steps to Analyze°
Textbooks for Sexism and Racism" is an excellent summary of the
issues. Write for their free catalog.

2. The Dissemination Center forthe Products of the Women's Educational
Equity Act Program, c/o Education bevelopment Centel, 55 Chapel
Street, Newton, MA- 02160 (toll,free 800-225-3088):

The Federal Women's Educational Equity Act Program has supported
the development of a variety of materials including films, filmstrips,
books, and entire inmservice educational progrtms. Write or call
the Dissemination Center to request a complete catalog (free).
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 2

. 3. Publishers Guidelines for Eliminating Sexism and Racism in Books:

-

a. Guidelines for Creating Positive Sexual and Racial Images', in
Educational Materials, MacMillan Publishing Company, 866 Third
Av'nue, New'York, NY 10022 (free).

b. Guideliqes for'Equal Treatment of the Sexes, McGraw-Hill Book
Compaffy, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, Neer York., NY 10022 (free).

c. Guidelines 'for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks, Scott
Foresman, aqd Company, 1900 EasiLake Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025
(free).

4or .

d. Guidelines for the Development of Elementary d Secondary
Instructional Materials, -Mit, Rinehart, and Winston School
Department, 383 Madison Ayenue, New York, NY 10017. (free).

4. Programsto Combat Stereotyping in Career Choice; 1980, American Insti-0
tutes for Research, P.O. Box 1113, Palo Alta, CA 94302.

Describes a number of exemplary programs aimed at counteracting
sex, race, and handicap stereotyping. The go4s, targt populition, .

activities arid' materials, costs, and evidence of effectiveness of each
prograi are described alonl; with suggestions for replicating the
gram.

i

5. Undoing Sex Stereotypes, Research and Resources for Educators, 1976
(Marcia Guttentag and Helen Bray), McGraw-Hill 'Book Company, 1221

JAvenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10022 ($7.95). '

Describes the results of a major field survey and intervention
program for changing Sex-role stereotyping in children; includes
objectives and currieulmb materials for early childhood classes,_ middle
grades, and junior high school grades is well as a comprehensive.list

U of resources for teachers.

6. Nonsexist Curricular Materials for Elementary Schools, 1974 (Laurie
Olsen Johnson), The Feminist Press, B9x 334, Old Westbury, NY 11568
($6.95).

Includek background information for teachers and activities for
classroom use; also includes a bibliography of suggested reading for
students, both fiction and non-fiction.

1. Characters in Textbooks: A Review of the Literature, 1980, United
States Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, DC 20425.

Summarizes the results of a number of studies of the portrayal
of minorities and females in textbooks; includes a section on the
effects of these portrayals on student attitudes, achievement, and
career aspirations.
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11.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Report Card--The Cost of Sex Bias in Schools, 1980 (Myra and
David Sadker), The Mid-Atlantic-Center for Sex Equity, The American
UniverSity, Foxhall Square Building, Suite 224, 3301 New Mexico
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016($5.00 for 50).

.Brief pamphlet highlights important research findings related
to sex differences and sex discrimination in schools. Unusual in
that it deltas with negative effects of sex stereotyping on boys as
well AA on girls.,

9. Dick and Jane as Victims, Women on Words and Images, P.O. Box 2163,
Princeton, NJ 08540 ($2.50).

This discussion of sexism in children's books includes a check-
list which can be used for evaluating textbooks.

C. Data About the Participation of Women and Minorities in Science

1. The National ScienceFoundation (NSF), 1800_0 Street, NW, Washington,
DC 20550.

NSF publishes a number of reports which include data about
women. and minorities.

a. Women and Migorities in Science and Engineering, 1982.

4

Includes statistics on labor force participation, typ of
employers, salaries, and unemployment rates of women and mi rity
scientists.

b. Science Education Databook, 1980.
%.

Describes the-current status of science education thr ugh
a series of tables and graphs; includes statistics on atti odes,
achievement, degrees, and employment of women and iinorities in
Science.

2. Scientific Manpower 'Commission, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 200,36.

)

a. Pr fessional Women and Minorities--A Manpower Data Resource
Se Second Edition, 1978 with 1980 Supplement (Betty M.
Ve r and Eleanor_ L. Babco), 60.00. Third Edition, 1982
(Betty M. Vetter, leanor L. Babco, and Susan Jensen - Fisher),
$60.00.

The most comprehensive collections of data on women and
minorities in the sciences; may be available in libraries.

b. Opportunities in Science and Evgineering, 1980 (Betty M. Vetter).

A sixty-minute slide-tape presentation which highlights
the *tatus of,women in the sciences; designed for undergraduate
women students but also appropriate for teachers and.counselors.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 4

3.- American Association .for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), 1515
Massachusetts Avelpet VW, Washington, DC 20005.

The Office of Opportunities in Science of AAAS serves as a
clearinghouse on information concerning women, minorities, and the
handicapped in science. Among their publications are the The Double
Bind: The Price of Being a Minority Woman in Science, which is the
report of a conference of minority women scientists, and Problems and
Solutions in the Education, Employment and Personal Choices of Minority
Women in Science, which is a report of a survey of these women.

4. National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Education Commission
of ,the States, 700 Lincoln Tower, 1860 Lincoln Street, Denver,
CO 80203.

NAEP surveys the achievement and attitudes of 9-, 13-, and
17-year-old students in a number of spject areas. Reports of
particular interest include:

-

a. Attitudes Toward Science.: A Summary of Results from the
1976-77 National Assessment of Science, 1979.

b. Achievement and Participation of Women in Mathematics: An
Overview, 1980.

NAEP will supply a complete ii.st of their publicatio
upon request.

D. Role Models

1. Sciente Activity Reader, 1979 (E. Richard Churchill and Linda R.
Churchill), J. Weston Waich, Publisher, Portland, ME 04104 ($4.75).

Profiles of 38 famous scientists, including a number of"wowen
and minority scientists; each profile, is several pages'long and is
followed by a puzzle to help reinforce what the student has learned.
Appropriate for elementary and junior high school students.

2. American Black Scientists and Inventors, 1975 (Edward
et al.), National Science Teachers Association, 1742
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20009 ($5.00; 10% discount
10 or more).

S. Jenkins,
Connecticut
on orders af

Fairly detailed profiles of 12 Black scientists and invehtors.
Good. source of background information for teachers.

3. Black Contributors to
Department of Energy,
Ridge, TN 37830 (free

Science and Energy Technologv, 1979, U.S.

Technical Information Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak
e).

Half-page profiles and accompanying illustrations of 24 Black
scientists and inventors, including a number of men and women who
are currently working in industries, diliversities, and for the
government. Appropriate for junior high school and above.
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4. Blacks in Science: Astrophysicist to Zoologist, 1977.(Hattie.Carwell);
Exposition Press, Hicksville, NY 11802.

Brief profiles of a large number of famous and not-so-famous
Black scientists and inventors. Black inventors and their inventions
are listed in the appendix. Appropriate for junior high and above.

5. Black Americans in Science and Engineering Contributors of Past and
Present, 1978 (Eugene Winslow), Afrb-Am Publishing Company, 910 South
Michigan Avenue, suite 556, Chicago, IL 60605 ($2.95; quantity
discounts available).

Half-page profiles and large illustrations of 27 Black scien-
tists and engineers. Appropriate for grades 4 and above.

6. Seven Black American Scientists, 1970 (Robert C. Hayden), Addisonian
Press, Reading, MA 01867.

Lengthy profiles of seven famous Black scientists; appropriate
for junior high and'above.

7. 'Black Pioneers of Science and Invention, 1970 (Louis Haber), Harcourt,
Brace, and rld, Inc., New York, NY.

Lengthlf profiles of 14 Black scientists and inventors; appropriate
for junior high and above.

8. Hypatia't Sisters: Biographies of Women Scientists--Past and Present,
1976 (Susan Schacher, Attn.4kAudra Adelburger, Feminists Northwest,
5038 Nicklas Place, N.E., Seattle) WA98105 ($2.50).

Includes brief biographies of 17 scientists and a.one-sentence
descEiption of the notable contributions of 4 roximately 20 addi-
tional scientists.

9. Women Pioneers of Science, 1979 (Louis Haber Harcourt, Brace
Jovanovich, New York, NY.

10. American Women of Science, 1955 (Edna Yost), J. B. Lippincott,
Philadelphia, PA (Out-of-print but available at many libraries).

Profilei of a number of women who made important contributions
to science dying the period 1900-1950.

.11. Women of Modern Science, 1959 (Edna' Yost), Dodd, Mead, and Company,
New York, NY (Out-of-print but available at many libraries).

Profiles of a number, of women scientists.

12. Asimov's Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1972
(Isaac Asimov), Doubleday & Company, New York, NY.

Profiles of a few women scientists included among the hundreds
of entries.
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13. Contributions of Women: Science, 1977 (Diane Emberlin), Dillon
Press, Minneapolis, MN.

Profiles ofsix women scientists; appropriate for grades 4 and
above.

14. LIFE Special Report: Remarkable American Women, 1776-1976, 1976;
Time, Inc. ($2.00).. )11,

A number of women scientists are included, along with pictays'
and biographical information.

.

15. Saturday's Child, 1973 Suzanne Seed), Bantam Books, Inc., 666 Fifth'
Avenue, New York, NY 10019.

Eight o the 36 women who talk about their jobs are.in science)
related fief s;. appropriate for grades 4 and above.

16. National. Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Public
Affairs, Lyndon B. JohOon Space Center, Houston; TX 77058.

Upon' request- NASA will send biographical information about
their women and minority astronauts along_ with large color photographs
of the astronauts (free).

17. Expanding Your Horizons in Science and Mathematics (Joanne Koltaow).
Dist4ibuted by the Education Development Center/WEEA, 55 Chapel
Street, Newton,MA 02160 ($2.50) (toll free 800-225-3088).

A handbook for people who plan to conduct conferences for young
women interested in new career options; provides detailed 'suggestions
for planning, financing, publicizing, conducting, and evaluating
such conferences.

18. Manual on Program Operations for the Visiting Women Scientist Program,
197, National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 5825 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161 ($7.00).

The Visiting Women Scientists Program involved visits by approxi-
mately 90 women scientists to 250 high schools across the United
States. This manual deicribes the program and proyides information
to help other groups conduct similar programs.

19. Women Scientists Roster, 1979 (compiled by Iris R. Weiss and Carol
Place), National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20009 ($5.00).

Contains information abOut approximately 1300 women scientists
including mailing address, phone number, area of science, type of
employment, and race or ethnic/background.
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20. Resource Directory of Handicapped Scientists, 1978, Office of Opportu-
nities in Science, American Association for. the Advancement of
Science, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036.

Includes information on more than 500 handicapped scientists,
including address, phone number, scientific discipline, most recent
position, nature of handiAp and an indication of willingness to
serve as a role model for .students.

E. .Science Career Exploration Activitinit

1. How High the Sky? How Far the Moon?, 1979 (Sharon.L. Menard). Dis-
tributed by the Education Development Center/WEEA, 55 Chaipel Street,
Newton, MA 02160 ($14.50) (toll free 800-225-3088). .

InCludes student activities appropriate for a variety of grade
levels as well as information about science careers, information
about, and taped interviews with, women scientists and a comprehensive
bibliography of both fiction and non-fiction books for students.

2. From Dreams to Reality--Adventures in Careers, 1978, Girl Scoutsiof
the U.S.A., 830 Third Avenue and 51st Street, New York, NY 10022 .

($2.00). J

A career exploration program aimed at girls ages 12-17, includes
a series of "career cards" with profiles of women in a variety of
careers.

3. Career Oriented Modules to Explore Topics in Science,(COMETS),
COMETS Order Department, 205 Bailey Hall, Lawrence, KS 66045'($28.95).

This set of modules with directions for over 100. activities,

:

and 24 biographica profiles of women in science can be used to
enhance the career l relevance of science and mathematics classes in
grades 5-9.

4. Career Education Activities for Subject Area Teachers (Vol. 1: Grades 1
Through 6; Vok 2: Grades 6 Through 9i, Vol. 3: 'Grades 9 Through 12)),
Abt Books, 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 ($18.00 per
volume, $50.00 for set).

This manual contains career education activities for teachers
of a variety of subjects including mathematics and science. Objec-
tives, materials, and time needed to complete each activity are
clearly labeled.
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5. Teacher/Counselo Guide to "Is Science a Possible Career for You ?",
1978, Research for Better Schools, Publications Office, 444 North
Third Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123 (Filmstrip & Guide, $15;
Guide, $10; Filmstrip, $7.00).

While developed specifically for use With deaf students, most
of the activities are appropriate for all students; includes sections
on what people in science do and how a student can find out if she
or he wants to pursue a science caregr. The filmstrip shows the job
and extracurricular activities of 6 deaf people in a variety of
science careers,.

6. Choices, Decisions, Actions, 1978, Attn: Robbie Smith, Corporate

(

So5Aal Policy Department, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), 200 East
Randolph Drive, MC 4308, Chicago, IL 60601 (free).

.10

An activity program about careers in engineering and science
aimed at students in grades 6 through 9; includes dittomasters for S
activities and ideas for additional ones.

Solving Problems: Engineers at Work, 1979. Free from your local
Bell Telephone Company.

Bell system speaker (usually woman or minority engineer) makes
presentation regarding women and minority engineers. A kit loaned
to the school one week before presentation. Kit includes a filmstrip,
activity cards, and profiles of women and minority engineers.

8. What About Engineering? LSR Learning Associates, 4 Nevtown Plaza,
Plainview, NY 11803 ($17.50; quantity discounts available).

Explores 10 engineering areas; classroom kit includes teacher's
guide, 30 student booklets, set of 12 posters for classroom display,
and student interest inventory.

9. Mathematics at Work in Society: Opening Career Doors, 1981, Mathe-
matical Association of America, 1529 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington,
DC 20036 (free).

Aimed at students in grades 8 and above. Materials' include
project book that shows how mathematics is used in a variety of
science and non-science careers, and four videotape cassettes on the
use of math: "An Actuary--What's That?," "Mathematics in Space,"
"Mathematics: The Language of Research," "Mathematics: Where Will
I Ever Use It?" All materials available on a loan basis but may be
copied.

10. Wanted: More Women in Science and Technology, 1981, The Committee
on the Status of Women in Physics,-American Physical Society, 335
East 45th Street, New York, NY 10017 ($3.00).-

Packet includes three pamphlets to help junior high andhigh
school counselors and teachers encourage young women to consider
science and engineering careers.
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11. Science Career Exploration for Wpmen, 1978 (Walter S: Smith and
Kala M. Stroup), National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connec-
ticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20009 ($5.00).

AiMed at science teachers, counselois, and. others who work with
young women. The purpose provides todls thkt can be used to help
young talented women students explore science careers.

F. Information About Science Careers

SCIENCE -- MULTIPLE FIELDS

1 Occupational Outlook Handbook 1982-83, U.S. Department of Labor
Statistics. .Order rom Superintendent.of Documents, U.S. Department
of. Labor, Rooth 11 1371 Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlahta, GA 30367
($9.0d).

This "encyclopedia of careers" provides information about

1,
careers is the life sciences, physical sciences, engineeri and
mathematics, including the natute of the work, places of emp oyment,
qualifications needed, earnings, working conditions,, and sources of
additional information.

2. Exploring Careers, 1979, U.S. Department of Labor. Order
Superintendent of Documents, 'U.S. Government Printing Office
DC 20402 (Bulletin #2001) Stock No. 029-001-02224-7, $11.00
on Scientific and Technical Occupations, Bulletin #2001-9,
No. 029-001-02b234-4, $2,75):

from
, Washington,
; reprint
Stock

This career. education resource is aimed specifically at young
people. It attempts to build career awareness by .describing a
varietrof occupations, profiling persons in selected Occupations,
and Pioviding student activities.

3. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1515 Broadway,
Suite3400, New York, NY 10036.

Free leaflets: "Science and Your Careei," "Ecology and Your
Career," and "Math and Your Career" describe preparation needed and
career opportunities in these fields.

4. I Can Be Anything--Careers and Colleges for Young Women, 1978 (Joyce
Slayton Mitchell), College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, NJ
08540 ($7.95 paperbakk, $12'.95 hardcovet).

Describes careers for young women--and certainly all careers
are for women. Goes beyond. a description of career information and
introduces the critical consideration for girls and women: the
considerAtion of life style.
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5. I'm Madly in Love With Electricity, 1977 (Nancy Kreinberg),,E S,
Lawrence Hall'of Science, University of California, Berk ey, CA
94720 ($2.00).

Women in engineering, mathematics, physical science, earth
science and life science careers provide enthusiastic descriptions
pf their jobs and life styles; very interesting reading.

6. Women in Science and Technology, 1976, American College Testing
Program Publications, P.O. Box 168, Iowa City, IA 52243 ($1.50;
quantity discounts).

Excellent booklet describes careers in science and how they can
be combined with family life; includes pictures and quotes from
women scientists and engineers.

7. Science and Engineering Careers--A Bibliography, 1974, Scientific
Manpower Commission, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20036 ($2.00).

COmprehensive bibliography of free and low-cost science career
publications..

8. Hi There, I'm Your Exciting Future!, 1981, National Action Council'
for Minorities in, Engineering, Inc., 3 West 35th Street, New York,

'NY 10001 (free).

Aimed'at junior-high students. Discusses the high school math,
science, and English courses that will enhance future career opportu-
nities.

9. What's It Like to. be a Technician, General Electric Company, Educa-
tional Communications Program, Fairfield, CT 06431.

Describes various science technology fields. Beautifully
illustrated.

ENGINEERING

10. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), 345
East 47th Street, New York*, NY 10017.

a. Women in Engineering, 1978 (single copies free; $6.00/hundred).

Brief description of the need and role of women in the
engiineering profession.

b. . Minorities in Engineering, 1979 (single copy free; $6.00/hundred).

Description of opportunities for minorities in engineering.

c. Brief pamphlets describing areas of engineering such as civil
engineering, automotive engineering, etc. Request general
career information ($6.00 /hundred,).
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Profiles of women and minority engineers; includes excellent
pictures. _

R
.

.

2. Terry's Trip, Boston Section, Soqety.of Women Engineers; contact
Pat Quigley, 52 Poole Cir,cle, Holbrook, MA 02343 for copies ($1.50,
quantity discounts). '

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 11

11. Take It From Us You Can Be an Engineer, General Electric Company,
Educ'ational Communications PrOgrams, Fairfield, CT 06431.

Excellent for grades K-3; also interesting for 4-6 students.

13. Society of Women Engineers, United' Engineering Center, Room 305, 345
East 47th Stret, New York, NY 10017.

WOMENGINEER, Sara Jane Neustadtl ($.35).

Comprehensive description of opportunities for women in
engineering.

I.

b. Woien in Technology ($.06).

Desceiption- of opportunities for women in technology
field.

ati
14. National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering, Inc. (NACME).,

3 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001 ($.50).

a. Engineering a Future, 1977, $.50.

.

A guide to engineering aimed at parents and counselors of
minority,students; also extremely useful for-teachers.

b. Making It in Engineering, 1p75, $.25.

Profil9s a number of male and female minority engineers;
includes pictures.

c. Engineering a Future--A Guide to Engineering for Parents and
Counselors, 1978, $.50.

Career guide for parents, teachers, and counselors.
Features descriptions of the work of engineers, preparation
needed, how parents and advisors can help.

d. Engineering: What's It All About?, 1977, free.

Comic strip brochure aimed at infoiming junior high school
students about engineering.
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15. Quotes From DuPont Engineers, College Relations Manager, DuPont
Company, Wilmington, DE 19898 (free).

Women engineers.at DuPont deicribe their work; includes pictures.

16. Engineering as a Profession for Women, 1976, Engineering Manpower
Bulletip #.29, Engineering Manpower Commission, New York, NY 10017
($2.00).

Discusses-misconceptions, rrent employment picture, barriers,
and problems faced Wwomen in engineering, and also talks about why
engineering needs women; appropriate for teactiers.

17. Engineering --4 Career of Dedication and Responsibility, 1978, National
Society of Professiohal Engineers, 2029 K Street, NW, Washington, DC
20006 (free).

.

4

Describes engineering careers and steps .to take in preparing
for them.

18. Women in Engineering at Kodak (Publication No. CR-114), 1975, Eastman
Kodak Company, Literattwe Department-412A), Rochester, NY x.4650 .

Profiles and pictures of women engineers. .

19. Co-op Program Coordinator, affiCve of the Dean, School of Engineering,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907.

. a. Thinking About Engineering

Comments by women engineering students.. .0"

b. Womb i in Engineering

Recruiting brochure; describes engineering career opportuni-
ties for women.

20. American Socilty of vri Engineers, 345 East 47th Street, NW, New,
York, NY 10017

a. Is Civil Engineering for You? (single copies .free; additional.
copies $.25 each).

A general description of civil engineering,

b. Brief pamphlets about specific careers in civil engineering,
e.g., structural, urban planning ($.05 each).

. .

21. Neer for the Future, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Engineering Center, 345 East 47th Street, New York, NY'

scribes careers in mechanical engineering, including howtto
prepare for these careers; emphasizes opportunities for women in
engineering.
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22. Industrial Engineering: The Humanized Profession, American Institute
'of. Industrial. Engineers, 'Institute Headquarters, 25Technology
Park/Atlintf, Norcross, GA \30092.

Describes industrial engineering careers and how they help
solve problems in pollution, energy, health care, etc.

. ,

23. "Careers4n ElecfrIcaliElectronics Engineering, The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., Service Seater, 445 Hoes

f Lane; Piscatr1ay, NJ 08854.

Qescribes.the*work of electrical engineers and some of the new
`-develdilments'such as laser beams.

24. .Carpers in. Petroleum Engineering, Society of Petroleum Engineers of
AIMS,, 6200 Ninth Central .Expressway, Dallas,.TX. 75206.

": 2

Describes the petroleum industry and the work of petroleum
exgineers. .

. .

. Miporitif Engineers in 'the Chemical Industry, Manufacturing Chemists
1825 Connecticut Avenue; NW, Washington, DC 20009

4 .

sad pic4res of's number of minority engineers.Profiles'
.

LIFE 'SCIENCES'

. 5

'S.

27.

28.

S

5

1 29.

'

a

Careers in Biology, Education Department, American Ifistitute of
Biological Sciences, 1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington,
($.75);. .

Describe!) careers in biology and allied disciplines
health professioniAdd.natural resources management.

Microbiology in Your Future,. 1977, American Society far
1913 I Street,.NW, Washington, DC 20006 ($.50).

Describes a variety of careers for microbiologists.

VA 22209

such as the

Microbiology,

Conservation Careers, National Wildlifer Federation, 1412 Sixteenth
Street, NW, Washington, DC .20036 (single copy free, -altitionalr
copies $.15 each).

Describes conservation jobs in industry, gov'erment, and univer-
sities.

Careers in Animal Bi logy, American Society of Zoologist, Box 2739,
California Lutheran °liege, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360.

Describes the variety of opportunities for zoologists in univer-
Aities, museums, wildlife service, and government agencies.
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/".

30. American Chemical Society, Department of Educational Activities,
1155 Sixteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.

41.

a. 'Careeri in Chemistry--Opportunities for Minorities (C.21).

Describes career opportunitiei in chemistry; includes
profiles of male and female minority chemists.'4

b. Careers in Chemistry Today (x$.20).

Described', where chemists work; also provides data on
salaries, employment outlook.

31. Women in Physics,.American Physical Society, Committee on the Status
of Women is Physics, 335 East 45th Street, New York, NY 10017
(single" copy free; multiple. copies $.50 each).

%.

Describers career opportunities in physics; provisdes information
on combini,ng marriage apd a career; includes profiles and pictures
of women physicists.

32. Physics--A Career for You?, Ameritan Institute of Physics, 335 East
45th, Street, New York, NY 10017 (single copy free; additional
copies $.40 ealli).

Describes career opportunities in physics,.

33. American Geological Institute, 5205 Leeiburg Pike, Fells Church, VA
22041.

a. Geology, Science and Profession ($1.00). /

Describes careers in geology and the preparation needed
for them.

b. Brochures on a number of different specializations within
geology.

.

34. Careers in Geology, American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
P.O. Box 979, Tulsa, OK 74101 (up to ten copies free; additional
copies $.135 each).

Describes career opportunities in geology.

35. Careers in Exploration Geophysics, Society of Exploration Geophysi-
cists, P.O. Box 3098, Tulsa, OK 74101 (up to five ,copies free;
additional copies $.50 each).

Describes entry level jobs and advancement oportunities in
geophysics careers.
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36 A Career in Astronomy, Attn.:
Officer, American Astronomical
of Delaware,' Newark, DE' 19711

4A

37
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Dr. Harry Shipman, The Education
Society, Physics Department, University
($.25).

Describes careers in Astronomy and preparation needed for these
careers.

69ace few Women, 19*, Smithsonian Astrophysical Obsetvatory, Publicly;
Lion Department; 60" Garden Street, Cambridge, MA- 02138 (free).

Report of a symposium for women on careers in astronomy, astro-
physics, and earth and planetary sciences; describes career opportu-
nities ih"these fields; includes a discussion of combining career
and family. .r:

38. The Challenge of Meteorology, 1977, American Meteorological Society,
45 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108 ($.50).

Describes careers in meteorology; also discusses how to combine
the study of meteorology with other disciplines for interesting
career, opportunities.

KATHEMA.i).CS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

39. The Math in High School You'll Need for College, Mathematical Associa-
tion 'of America, 1225 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036
(5 civil) free; additional copies $.20 each).

Provides information about the number and types of mathematics
courses students should take in preparation for various careers.

40. Careers in Statistics, Committee of Presidents of Stittstical Societies,
c/o American Statistical Association, 806 15th Street,

W
NW Suite 640, .

Washington, DC 20005 (free

Describes career opportunities in statistics.

41. Data Processing Careers at the traveler's, Attn. Al Penland, Assistant
Director of Employment, Traveler's Company, One Tower Square, Hartford,
CT 06115 (free).

Provides information on data processing career opportunities.

42. What's It Like to Work With Computers, General Electric Company,
Educational Communications Program, Fairfield, CT 06431.

Describes Wilt computers do and computer-related job opportunities.
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G. Non-Print Materials About Science Careers

4

PS

FILMS

1. "Science: Woman's Work," 1982 (free loan). Distributed by Modern
Talking Picture Service, Film Scheduling Department, 5000 Park
Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33709.

Women scientists emphasize the skills needed,in pursuing a

science career and offer encouragemedt and advice for those considering
a science career.

2. "Sandra, Zella, Dee, and Claire: Four Women in Science" (color).
(19 minutes, 16mm color film, $120.00 purchase or $8.00 thrqe-day
rental; color v eotape cassette, 3/4", $32.00 purchase or $5..00
three-day renta ). Distributed by Education Development Centvr/WEEA,
55.Chapel Stree Newton, MA 02160 (toll free 800 -225-3088).

Follows an a omer, a 'mechanical engineer, a veterinarian,
and a laser physicist; includes discussions about career opportunities,
life-style discussions, etc.

3. "Conceive It, Believe It, Achieve It" (28 minutes, color;.free on a
ten -day loan basis). Attn.: Robbie Smith, Corporate Social Policy
Department, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), 200 East Randolph Drive,
MC 4308, Chicago, IL 60601. .

Goes behind the scenes of the Chicago High School Science Fair,,
shows how the combined efforts of parents, teachers, and the business
community have helped a number of minority students. Includes a
discussion with the Reverend Jesse Jackson.

4. "The Real McCoy," 1980 (free on 10-day loan, minimum handling charge).
Distributed by National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering,
Inc. ('WACME), 3 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001.

Discusses the achievements of past and present Black scientists
and inventors.'

5. "Keep the Door Open..." (18 minutes, colok). Review copy sent upon
request. Distributed by Sandia Laboratories, ORG 3153, Box 5800,
Albuquerque, NM 87185.

A discussion by 13 professional women of the proillems involved
in codbining careers with marriage and a family, stereotypes and
obstacles to be overcome, along with the joys experienced in a
career. Women portrayed represent such areas as chemistry, law,
zoology, engineering, math, and biology.



6. "Women's Work: Engineering," 1975
videotape; Catalog #2520001, $391.
rental). MIT, Center for Advanced
Avenue, Room 9-234, Cambridge, MA

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 17

(26 minutes, 16mm film or coldr
00 purchase or $52.00 five-day
Engineering Study, 77 Massachusetts
02139,

Explores the experience of being an engineer and a twomanthrough
the professional and personal lives of students and working engineers.

7. "The Women's Prejudice Film" (18 minutes, color, $345.00 purchase or
$34.50 for five-day rental). Review copy sent upon request. Distributed .

by BARR Films, 3490 East Foothill, Pasadena, CA 91107.

Specific prejudices and stereotypes are voiced by both men.and
women. Included areshott profiles of women in traditionally male
careers. The film states that women must overcome their own self
doubts and worries as well as wade through male chiluvinism. While
4thds film is not specific to science, it is a particularly good
*consciousness-raising device for females who have not considered
problems of discrimination against working women.

FILMSTRIPS, ALIDES,_ CASSETTES

8. "Challenging Careers: New Opportunities for Women" ($149.50 for set
of 4; contact Judy Piazza for prices on separate components).
Guidance Associates, communications Park Publishing Group, Mount
Kisco, NY. 10549 (toll free 800-431-1242).

Set of four filmstrips on women in science, women in engineering,
women iirpolitics, and women in business. Interviews with a number
of women in science and engineering careers, includes pictures of
women both at home and on the job. Approximately 15 minutes each.
The four filmstrips include cassettes or records and are available
separately through Judy Piazza. Lifetime replacement guarantee.

9. "Women in Science," 1975, Dinah Roche ($35.00, cassettes and slides),
National Science Teachers Assoctation, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20009.

Audiotaped interviews with six women scientists accompanied by
thirty-three 35m slides and an article about each scientist; appro-
priate for teachers.

10. "They Did It So Can You," 1977 (15 adnutes, color; slides and cassette
tapes, $14.95; also available as filmstrip and cassette tapes,
$7.95), National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering, Inc.,
3 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001.

Features four minority engineers (Black, Mexican-American,
Puerto Rican, and American Indian) describing how they achieved
success in their engineering careers. Includes a teacher's guide
with ten spirit duplicating masters for student activities related
to engineering careers. Excellent filmstrip and activities.

1.23
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POSTERS

11. Marie Curie , TABS Orders, 744 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215
($2.0O plus postage).

Attractive 17" x 11" poster showing .Marie Curie in Eer laboratory.
Caption: "Indeed Marie Curie is the Columbus-who has discovered a .

new continent in science."

12. Eminent Mathematicians, Springer-Verlang New York, Inc., 175 Fifth
Avenue, Neat York City," NY 10010 ($2.00 per poster).

Posters available of Sonya Kovalevski and Emmy Noether.
Size: 20" x,32".

13 Wall Posters on Engineering, LSR Learning Associates;, 4'Newtown
Plaza, Plainview, NY 11803. Set of 12 posters $19,50; quantity
discounts available.

Twelve areas of engineering. Example: 'Cartoon of children .

looking out into space with slogan "It's not over your head! Look
into an aerospace engineering career;" conversation between two
aerospace'engineers shown below..

14. Science and Invention, Portfolio #4, Afro-Am Publishing Company, 910
South Michigan Avenue, Suite 556, Chicao, IL 60605 ($10.95).

p

Portfolio of 24 11" x 14" prints of Black scientists and inventors.

15. Wall Poster on Black Scientists, Attn.: Mr. Jack Wiggin, Community
Relations, Nabisco Brands, Inc., East Hanover, NJ 07936 (free).

Poster depicting Black men and women scientists.
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